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ABSTRACT
THE FETISH OF THE SELF-TRANSLATOR:
SELF-TRANSLATION IN THE WORK SOTERO RIVERA AVILÉS AND
ÁNGELA MARÍA DÁVILA
Raquel Salas Rivera
Emily Wilson

This dissertation argues that, beginning with the Generation of the Thirties,
twentieth century brown and black Puerto Rican poets were conditionally
incorporated into an exclusionary literary canon as ambassadors for class and racial
otherness, acting as self-translators, making aspects of their experience legible
according to the standards set by a criollo intelligentsia. Additionally, that they
pushed against the discourse that sought to incorporate theme, with varying degrees of
success. Mulatez, was both held up, through individual examples, in order to cement
the myth of mulataje, and constantly monitored for its proximity to blackness.
Chapter 1, “The Promise and Betrayal of Brownness in the Work of Julia de
Burgos,” posits the poet Julia de Burgos as a as a model for a poetic self-translation
practice, as she was one of the first Puerto Rican poets to translate her brownness for
a criollo audience. It examines De Burgos’ own anti-blackness and argues that the
particularity of her position as a mulata with aspirations for class ascension led to her
inclusion in literary circles that allowed for a kind of brownness that translated
blackness into a whiter register. Chapter 2, “The Spector of Crip Queerness and the
Construction of Post-War Masculinity in the Poetry of Sotero Rivera Avilés,” takes a
close look at the work of Rivera Avilés, a poet from the Generation of the Fifties, and
his fraught relationship with his own working-class background. His writing served as
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a prosthesis through which he negotiated a relationship to his cripness and marks the
intersection of colonial, racial, and economic trauma. Chapter 3, “The Book as an
Open Womb: The Radical Vulnerability of Loss in Fierce and Tender Animal
(Animal fiero y tierno),” shows how Dávila’s book points at processes of collective
loss that led to the formation of affective bonds. Like Rivera Avilés, her work is a
testament to a lifetime of self-translation, the cost of class mobility and the persistent
contradictions posed by the cultural nationalist liberation model. The final portion of
the dissertation is composed of translations of Rivera Aviles’ unpublished work and
Dávila’s Fierce and Tender Animal.
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The Fetish of the Self-Translator

I was told by other translators that one is not supposed to self-translate. It is an
inviolable rule like using non-binary pronouns with my grandmother, being queer,
standing naked in front of the church, or letting my enemies see me cry. If you selftranslate, you end up changing too much or misunderstanding your words. Being too
close to yourself is constitutive of identification. We can never know who we are as
other, we must always mediate our entry into the workforce of language by asking
permission. Are my words worthy of being broken and reborn? Has God chosen this
passage? Self-translation is indulgence gone awry. It’s the act of one who is closedoff in perpetuity to transfusions. The opposite of donating blood, it is to be deficient.
I went to school, to more school, and then to the final school of all schools.
There I learned I was wrong to believe that the word of an illiterate person was as
powerful and determinate as that of a professor; wrong to speak without quoting,
believe without an institution, and pray without a god. Violence was normalized. One
must learn to unlearn oneself.
I grew weary of learning by submission. When would I be able to trust myself
again? I grew jaded. There were only halls and halls of stiff exchanges, lists of
accomplishments glazed by skepticism. The whitest cynicism crept into my work. I
learned to laugh at others, but with detail. I learned to be cruel. Whenever I read, I
was gathering only crucial information. A slow read was called parsing. We were
surgeons, performing exploratory surgeries; we didn’t have time to experience our
own embodiment.
My body had become labor. I stopped writing poetry. When my mother and I
spoke, she expressed she was worried. Todo está bien, mami. Estoy un poco cansada,
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pero estoy bien. The old ritual of desire for approval and rejection was being
reperformed as emails and meetings. Our principal methodology remained Cartesian
doubt.
And then it happened. I broke free.
Like most freedoms, it began with anger. All the betrayals I had allowed
suddenly shook in the body I had set aside, my body. There are no objective stances.
There are no intimacies that don’t have their own anti-epistemologies, no proximities
and enmeshments that don’t produce translations. To be free, I had to accept that I
was not straight, white, or building a career. My translations would always be
fetishes, not commandments.
So, in lieu of commandments, I offer a list of fetishes for the self-translator.
1. The poem is only a body because someone wrote it. If you cannot touch a part
of yourself and feel the poem, it has not been written and cannot be rewritten.
2. Throughout your life, you will be told you are insufficient. Do not believe
them. Even if you change, it is not because you were flawed before, it is
because you are mid-translation.
3. There are terrible translators. They enter poems without consent. They insist
there is a method to love, and will tell you it has been written and researched.
They correct you in your language, but when asked about theirs, feign
neutrality. They are the bookkeepers. Do not ask for their help. Steal the
books.
4. When your word is the same in both languages, let no one convince you that it
must be understood.
5. For everything that is withheld by the new language, make sure you are
withholding something in return. For everything that is given, give in return.
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6. Prepare the area for the translation. Create an altar of inalterable objects. Make
sure it has shells from wherever you were born, an image or an iconoclastic
portal. Eat the translation. Dance with it until you are so tired, you feel sore
and blissed out.
7. Care about the words and the people who wrote them. Have opinions that cut
through as feelings, vibes, insistences.
8. Be rude. In fact, be so rude, someone corrects you. Then listen. Come back to
your rudeness, sure of where you were and where you are.
9. Do not believe in transcendence. Do not believe in perfection. Do not believe
in universality. There was no Babel, nor ruins. This is no puzzle, nor are we
whole in sameness.
10. This is neither art nor profession. You are not, as Ezra Pound suggested, a
mechanic. Nor is a mechanic, as Ezra Pound suggested, mechanical.1 This is
the part of the poem that survives capitalism, the part that couldn’t be beaten
down by fear. You are honoring that part in yourself, as you honor the poem
through translation.
May these fetishes guide you through yourself with the knowledge you
already hold, and may the new words be an unraveling.

1

“If you want to know something about an automobile, would you go to the man who had made one
and driven it, or to man who had merely heard about it?
And of the two men who had made automobiles, would you go to the one who had made a
good one, or one who had made a botch?
Would you look at the actual car or only at the specifications?
In the case of poetry, there is, or seems to be, a good deal to be looked at. And there seem to
be very few authentic specifications available.” (30-31)
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INTRODUCTION

When I began writing this dissertation, I had a different project in mind—one
that focused on what I saw as a poetics of irrecoverable loss. I wanted to articulate
that a series of Puerto Rican poets were writing to and from that loss, refusing the call
to perform coherently, and at times refusing to perform at all. It makes sense that I
was writing this around the time the PROMESA bill (2016) was passed into law,
reinforcing what a lifetime of being a colonized subject had taught me—that the lives
of Puerto Ricans had no value on the market, and yet somehow we kept, not only
surviving, but producing creatively in, around and through that nothingness. I had a
series of examples close at hand: my aunt fixing the rearview mirror with duct tape;
my grandmother using the same oil to cook throughout the day; my uncle fixing the
roof with patched together tools; my mother inventing a homemade insecticide to deal
with the clothes moths. There were also literary examples, from La Guaracha del
Macho Camacho (1976) to Manuel Ramos Otero’s La novelabingo (1976). It was a
project that excited me, but as the situation in Puerto Rico became worse and worse,
the dissertation seemed more and more distant, an unwieldy project that no longer
held the creative allure of the early explorations that populated my prospectus.
I found myself writing poetry, and translating the poets I had set out to study.
During these years, I wrote and published the poetry books lo terciario/the tertiary
(Timeless, Infinite Light, 2018) and while they sleep (under the bed is another
country) (Birds, LLC, 2019), one about the PROMESA law, the other about the
aftermath of Hurricane María, and both about coloniality. At the same time that I
deepened my self-translation practice, I focused on those parts of my dissertation that
still interested me; the work of my grandfather, Sotero Rivera-Avilés and Ángela
María Dávila’s Fierce and Tender Animal (Animal fiero y tierno). I continued to ask
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the same questions of all of these texts, each time coming up with different, but
interconnected answers. This dialogic makes up the majority of the critical
introduction to the translations in this dissertation.
When asking myself what sort of audience I had in mind, I realized that much
like the poets I was studying, I was moving between audiences, entering fields that
dealt with race and coloniality, others that focused on poetic practice, thinking of the
grassroots activists I had worked with for years in Puerto Rico, explaining aspects of
my work to black and brown poets I had met in Philadelphia, talking to my mother,
my grandmother, and other Puerto Rican poets. Amidst all those voices, I envisioned
an audience that was much like a poet’s ideal reader. I accepted the possibility that
there might be places in my text that were indecipherable to some audiences and only
legible to others. I realized I did not want textual transparency or formal consistency,
I wanted a text that felt like most of the movements, displacements and migrations
that had formed me and informed my work.
The result is this dissertation, which has its own innovative shimmers. It
introduces black theoretical traditions into an analysis of Puerto Rican brownness;
rearticulates mulatez as brownness; and decenters brownness as mulatez and thereby
expands Muñoz’ concept outside of the United States. It offers a decolonial, crip
reading, which grounds itself in the writing of a Puerto Rican poet who lived and died
in the colony. It reconsiders Juan Gelpí’s notion that the “paternalist” cultural
nationalist literary tradition excluded poetry and was challenged by the Generation of
the Seventies (Generación del Setenta). It comes back to the work of Julia de Burgos,
Sotero Rivera Avilés, and Ángela María Dávila and reads them as black and brown
poets who moved between literary and non-literary spaces. And it translates, through
loss, through nothingness, making its own decolonial joy.
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Its overarching argument is that—beginning with the Generation of the
Thirties and continuing throughout the twentieth century—brown and black Puerto
Rican poets were conditionally incorporated into an exclusionary Hispanophile canon
as ambassadors for class and racial otherness, and that these poets acted as selftranslators, making aspects of their experience legible according to the standards set
by a white, criollo intelligentsia. Additionally, that they pushed against the cultural
nationalist discourse that sought to incorporate theme, with varying degrees of
success. Brownness, read as mulatez, was both held up, through individual examples,
in order to cement the myth of mulataje, and constantly monitored for its proximity to
blackness. Trigueñx, mulatx, and, at times, black writers in Puerto Rico occupied
similar positions in relation to working-class blackness, which a white intelligentsia
sought to police.
The introduction incorporates contemporary black scholarship into theories of
brownness and brings brown scholarly work into conversations around Puerto Rican
literature taking place on the island. Integrating both José Estaban Muñoz’ theorizing
of “feeling brown” and his definition of “disidentification,” it rethinks conversations
and assumptions about race in Puerto Rican literature and questions the conditional
inclusion of black and brown writers. Refusing to obviate the detrimental effects of
not having conversations about the relationship between anti-blackness and certain
mulatx subjectivities, it acknowledges the relationship between this form of
brownness and black oral histories.
By expanding the argument—already made by other Puerto Rican scholars—
that Puerto Rican literature was seen by a criollo class as the bearer of culture because
of the particular development of a cultural nationalist platform in Puerto Rico, it
further argues that literacy and linguistic purism were requirements for the inclusion
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of subjects not only into “Puertorricanness” (“puertorriqueñidad”) but also into
humanity.
This project is grounded in the work already done by the Puerto Rican
scholars Magali Roy-Féquière and Juan Gelpí on cultural nationalism and its origins
in the belief that a Puerto Rican “culture” had to precede independence, and how this
idea eventually grew into the notion that an independent culture would replace actual
political autonomy. I mention this work in order to emphasis that additional pressure
was placed on literature as a place in which culture was being created and in which a
classist, exclusionary autonomy had to be performed. Language in particular was
guarded as a site for the formation of Puerto Rican “culture,” a space that excluded
subjects deemed non-savage, non-human, and uncultured (read black) from the model
for an autonomous Puerto Rico. Through Achille Mbembe, Alexander G. Weheliye,
Robert Reid-Pharr, Jacques Derrida, and others, we can examine the criteria for
exclusion from the human and its relationship to language. The civilized colonial
subject of the Puerto Rican intelligentsia hyper-performed coherent meaningfulness in
order to distinguish his/her/their position from that of the animalized savage, the
specter of Other haunting the Western imaginary. Drawing on the work of black and
brown scholars (Fred Moten, José Esteban Muñoz, Hortense Spiller), I propose that
via the brown body, blackness was policed not only through exclusion, but through
the conditional inclusion of forms of monitored blackness.
I approach Caribbean decolonial theorizing via the work of Nelson Maldonado
Torres, whose “Colonialism, Neocolonialism, Internal Colonialism, the Postcolonial,
Coloniality, and Decoloniality,” reiterates some key distinctions between colonialism,
coloniality, and decoloniality. Maldonado Torres differentiates four formative periods
of Latin American thought regarding colonization. The first was during the fifteenth-
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sixteenth centuries, “that of ‘discovery and colonization [...], which saw the
emergence of a philosophy of colonization and multiple counterhegemonic ideas and
efforts that questioned it in various ways” (68).
The second, during the nineteenth century “is that of the wars for
independence [... and] led to the emergence of the first Latin American republics.”
Throughout the twentieth century, the Puerto Rican left has continued to incorporate
much of the language of this second period into a struggle for political independence,
since Puerto Rico remained a colony and never emerged as a Latin American
republic. Maldonado Torres argues that the second period was characterized by the
criollos investment in an independence that was based in a close relationship between
“civilization and Europeanization” (71). He makes an important distinction between
nineteenth and twentieth century anti-colonial and decolonial waves, noting that
during the twentieth century there was a divestment from a Eurocentric model, noting
that “decolonization at the time appeared as much a political as a mental and affective
process” (71-72).
However, the particularity of Puerto Rico’s continued status as a colony of the
United States, and the rise of cultural nationalism as an—first criollo, then populist—
alternative to the formation of an independent republic, often puts this decolonization
model at odds with decoloniality projects that emerged during what he describes as
the fourth period. The extent to which theories about neocolonialism and
decolonization can and should be used to discuss Puerto Rico, should always consider
how Puerto Rico’s direct colonial dependency on the United States has remained
intact even as “the United States has shifted its strategies for growth from territorial
expansion and traditional forms of colonialism, to more indirect forms of rule (73).”
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I used decolonization to mean the political and economic independence of
Puerto Rico from the United States, which I take to be a “mental and affective
process,” but not solely mental and affective. I place particular emphasis on political
and economic independence because Puerto Rican intellectual production has been
characterized by an inability to acknowledge Puerto Rico’s continued status as a
United States colony and the need for a decolonial project that advocates for direct
political independence. I used decoloniality as it has been used by Afro-Caribbean
communities, and others who continue to go beyond survival and “also create another world” (77). Decoloniality is the potentiality of a future beyond decolonization.
I contribute to Muñoz’ “feeling brown” by arguing that what Muñoz calls
“Latino affect” is not exclusive to either the Latino identification or the United States.
Although it takes a different and context-specific forms, there is such a thing as
“feeling brown” in Puerto Rico. Artists and poets who are legible as trigueñxs,
mulatxs, or other degrees of brown proximity to blackness, and gain access to the
white, criollo intelligentsia, also struggle with being read as having a similarly
excessive affect. This brownness takes a particular form in a colony, where anti-black
suppressions of the brown body, takes place within already minoritarian identities (i.e.
colonial subjects). The in-betweeness of brownness makes it a site in which whiteness
rehearses the violence of difference.
Poets Sotero Rivera Avilés and Ángela María Dávila perform an excess orality
that appears intermittently throughout their work, but which both constrained and
translated into the proper language of the Puerto Rican intellectual class, often
draining it of its dangerous potentiality. Both drew from oral traditions and their own
class backgrounds in order to write work that exceeded the sign, but they curtailed
that excess by translating and rendering legible aspects of this orality. This form of
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self-translation gained them the class access necessary to continue producing their
written work, but it also forced them to constantly perform as ambassadors for an
otherness that exceeded the literary body.
In translating Rivera Avilés and Dávila, I am in a way self-translating because
of my proximity to the poets-as-histories. Rivera Avilés was my grandfather and
Dávila was a poet introduced to me via an affective poetic network in Puerto Rico. I
call the way I engage with their work involucradx, a type of enmeshment that makes
objective distance impossible, and in which my work and the poets’ often feel
inseparable. In becoming involucradx, these readings and translations generate brown
affect.
Chapter 1, “The Promise and Betrayal of Brownness in the Work of Julia de
Burgos,” posits the poet Julia de Burgos as a as a model for a poetic self-translation
practice because she was one of the first Puerto Rican poets to translate her
brownness for a criollo audience. It examines De Burgos’ own anti-blackness and
argues that the particularity of her position as a mulata with aspirations for class
ascension led to her inclusion in literary circles that allowed for a kind of brownness,
but only to the extent that it translated blackness into a whiter register.
I argue that Julia de Burgos was one of the first Puerto Rican poets to be
incorporated into the canon because of and despite her mulatez, and that she often
acted as a self-translator, making her experiences more legible for a criollo audience
while distancing herself from blackness. Her strategizing from the position of selftranslator, shows the potentials and pitfalls intrinsic to this form of conditional
inclusion. It also served as a model for Rivera Avilés and Dávila’s poetry.
Taking as a starting point Julio Ramos’ critical writing on Luisa Capetillo, this
chapter posits De Burgos as a worker that gained access to literary circles and also
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faced the backlash that came with conditional inclusion. This “in-between” position
turns her into what Ramos calls a “democratizer of writing,” though I expand Ramos’
definition by claiming that—although she did not necessarily make writing more
accessible to workers who could not read or write—one might argue that she
democratized writing by making visible the erasures of oral poetic and linguistic
working-class forms.
Though often part of the same nation-building project as white criollo writers,
De Burgos often pointed at historical erasures through her poetry, while at other times
she participated in the consolidation of cultural nationalism discourse. But the cost of
her inclusion was that she had to relinquish control over how her life was narrated.
Puerto Rican literary critics, most noticeably her biographers, described her as an
exception and therefore visionary, whose mulatez, and self-translation, stood in both
for a doomed coloniality and an anti-colonial but classed cultural nationalist future.
Rather than deny or support analyses that De Burgos was exceptional, I
propose we think of her work as both exceptional and unexceptional. Its
exceptionality lies in that it leaves a written record within a dominant discourse that
points at erasures within her own experience, but also erasures enacted by the
inclusionary language of an exclusionary intellectual class. Yet we can only consider
this exceptional if we sustain the hierarchy between criollo culture and those who do
not have access to the written word. It begs the question: Is this exceptionality
significant for the working-class poets and people who did not have access to criollo
culture, or only exceptional to those who see themselves as inheritors of the cultural
nationalist project?
I take two of De Burgos’ letters to her sister Consuelo as examples of how she
often reinforced anti-blackness as well. Her class background led her to identify with
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black and brown cane field workers, but she aspired to join the intellectual class and
to be taken seriously as a poet whose work was primarily written. It is evident
throughout her writing that she lived with the ghost of precarity and that she sought to
escape the poverty that had consumed her six siblings, but that she actively chose to
escape through class ascension. This interpretation is an important contribution to
conversations that often read De Burgos as Afro-Boricua, without considering the
interplay of class and mulatez throughout her work.
Chapter 2, “The Spector of Crip Queerness and the Construction of Post-War
Masculinity in the Poetry of Sotero Rivera Avilés,” takes a close look at the work of
Rivera Avilés and his fraught relationship with his own working-class background.
His writing served as a prosthesis with which he negotiated a relationship to his
cripness and marks the intersection of colonial, racial, and economic trauma.
This will be the first time his work is gathered and examined with care,
especially his early works that have never been collected and published. It is a
significant contribution in that it recovers the written works of an important Puerto
Rican poet, but additionally joins to a larger conversation about race, literature, and
nation in Puerto Rico.
Rivera Avilés was part of the Guajana Generation (Generación Guajana),
which stood between the Generation of the Thirties (Generación del Treinta) and the
Generation of the Seventies (Generación del Setenta). He was a brown working-class
Korean war veteran who gained access to poetry through a university education
sponsored by the G.I. Bill. He struggled with his conditional inclusion in literary
circles, and he often saw literature as both the result of trauma and a prosthesis
through which we could regain access to a time before the war, where he envisioned
himself as whole.
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In Puerto Rican literary history, the figure of the “ambiguous” “mulatto” in
Antoino S. Pedreira’s 1932 critical work, Insularism (Insularismo), and the “dócile”
Puerto Rican in René Marques’s 1960 essay, “The Docile Puerto Rican” (“El
puertorriqueño dócil”). form part of a cultural nationalist discourse that equates
political hesitancy with the indefiniteness of an “in-between” state. I enter the
conversation around political betray and hesitancy by noting that this ambiguity was
often read as a threat throughout the intelligentsia’s literary and social critiques
because the mulatx symbolized cultural miscegenation.
I also closely narrate Rivera Avilés’ life and how it played into his poetic
production, paying special attention to the ways in which he desidentified with
various poetic discourses and traditions in order to write about a childhood punctured
by poverty, racism, but also an idealized rural life. It is evident that by reinscribing
the “noble savage” myth in his poems, he wanted to return to the purity of his youth,
and hoped he’d be able to regain access to a fractured nobility, masculinity, and sense
of belonging, which the war, and the imperialist country that used him, had stolen.
I take a look, not only at his early collections, but also at a notebook titled
1963, which marks his contradictory relationship to his disabled body, his
masculinity, and to the wholeness he sought in poetry. We must look at more than just
his theorization of his own work; we must also look that those moments of
fragmentation and incoherence he sought to hide and protect through edition and a
carefully curated self-image. I see his poetics as a crip poetics, not because he did not
experience internalized ableism, but because it is necessary to decolonize crip theory
and incorporate an analysis that holds space for the ways that minoritarian subjects
negotiate with hegemonic structures in order to survive.
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Chapter 3, “The Book as an Open Womb: The Radical Vulnerability of Loss
in Fierce and Tender Animal (Animal fiero y tierno),” examines how Dávila’s book
points at the processes of collective loss that lead to the formation of affective bonds.
In translating her own experiences as a black Puerto Rican into a series of discourses,
all of which were exclusionary, Dávila was acutely aware that she was a selftranslator. We see this in her use of colloquial language within a more formal lyric
register, but also in her choice to “democratize” that register by not distinguishing
formal and informal language. Like Rivera Avilés, her work is a testament to a
lifetime of self-translation, the cost of class mobility and the persistent contradictions
posed by the cultural nationalist liberation model. Also, like Rivera Avilés, her work
often times pushed against the class and race demands set up by inclusion.
I begin the chapter by asking that we reconsider Gelpí’s analysis in Literatura
y paternalismo en Puerto Rico. Gelpí claims that a “paternalist” literature valued
prose, especially the novel, over poetry as the tool through which a new cultural
nationalist project would be forged. I differ significantly from Gelpí on a few points,
specifically when he addresses the poetic production of the Generation of the
Seventies (Generación del Setenta), which he claims breaks radically from this
“paternalist” tradition. Gelpí places uncritical emphasis on poetry as a countermeasure to cultural nationalism’s obsession with prose. Yet, as Jean Franco has noted,
poetry was important for anti-imperialist nationalist movements during the Cold War.
Franco argues that the poet as visionary and seer can play a similar role in the
formation of new nations. This allows us to question the supposed break the
Generation of the Seventies represents with relation to a cultural nationalist project.
I map the changes in cultural nationalism in the years between the Generation
of the Thirties and the Generation of the Seventies and how Luis Muñoz Marín
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reformulated cultural nationalism into a populist political project that sponsored the
industrialization and urban development of cities like San Juan and enlisted and
sponsored artists and writers through institutions such as the Institute of Puerto Rican
Culture (Instituto de Cultura Puertorriqueña). I trace this relationship in order to
emphasis the contradictory roles artists often played with relation to a colonial state
and to ground an analysis of these texts in the interplay between colonial state and
cultural nationalist political project.
I go on to acknowledge that a new group of writers in the late 1960s and early
1970s openly challenge cultural nationalism’s hegemony and that, inspired by
populist movements taking place throughout Latin America—such as the Cuban
revolution and its primarily nationalist brand of socialism—, they challenged an old
guard’s definition of “Puertoricanness” as white, straight, and male. However, I argue
that the extent of this challenge has been greatly overstated and the writers associated
with the Generation of the Seventies often published through the auspices of cultural
nationalist institutions such as the Institute of Puerto Rican Culture and the The
University of Puerto Rico (Universidad de Puerto Rico). They inherited an ambivalent
relationship to the patronage of the Free-Associated State or Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico (Estado Libre Asociado). Their writing was also in many ways a
continuation of the cultural nationalist project and they clearly borrowed much from
muñocista cultural nationalism, despite their supposed opposition.
Dávila, like De Burgos, plays a role that is both exceptional and unexceptional
with relation to this generation. She was a black poet who wrote in a way that was
legible for the Puerto Rican intelligentsia, used common referents, and self-translated,
yet she also incorporated oral forms that were unusual in criollo spaces. These forms
are only exceptional with relation to mostly white intellectual circles, but not
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exceptional outside of those contexts. Fierce and Tender Animal (Animal fiero y
tierno) is an example of how her poetics sought to critique an exclusionary discourse
from within that discourse, which resulted in varied and a times contradictory
readings.
After tracing a “paternalist” poetic literary history, I argue that Fierce and
Tender Animal (Animal fiero y tierno) breaks with a patrilineal literary legacy by
presenting a matriarchal legacy that is circular, not linear, and by structuring the book
like an open womb. The book’s language is materially intimate and she wrote it while
she was pregnant with her son. Using Édouard Glissant, Eleuterio Santiago-Díaz and
Fred Moten, I point at the ways in which she creates interior political landscapes and
proposes a project in which intimacy, solitude and smallness are political sites.
In the final section of this dissertation, I have chosen to translate Rivera Avilés
and Dávila because I am not interested in critical work about poetry and translation
that doesn’t generate new poetic and translation work. These translations were
originally meant to accompany my critical work, but the further I went into my
research, the more interested I became in the poems, in the work they were doing
without the critical accompaniment. Too often critical readings end up draining the
poems of that which makes them so pleasurable, their solitude. I chose to
acknowledge translation as a kind of critical work that engages with that pleasure in
ways a critical text seldom does. May these translations bring English-speaking
audiences some of the joy these poems have brought me in Spanish.

Brown Body, Bad Writing
This diagnosis is confirmed by the great reflective glass skin of the
Bonaventure, whose function I will now interpret rather differently than I did a
moment ago when I saw the phenomenon of reflection generally as developing
a thematics of reproductive technology (the two readings are, however, not
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incompatible). Now one would want rather to stress the way in which the glass
skin repels the city outside, a repulsion for which we have analogies in those
reflector sunglasses which make it impossible for your interlocutor to see your
own eyes and thereby achieve a certain aggressivity toward and power over
the Other. In a similar way, the glass skin achieves a peculiar and placeless
dissociation of the Bonaventure from its neighborhood: it is not even an
exterior, inasmuch as when you seek to look at the hotel's outer walls you
cannot see the hotel itself but only the distorted images of everything that
surrounds it.
—Fredric Jameson (42)

Whiteness, like Jameson’s description of the Bonaventure, allows the
interlocutor to see without being seen and project a certain aggressiveness towards
and power over the Other. It is flat and ductile. The white body purges its bitterness
inward. The body of the Other is, by opposition, difficult, yet serves as the foundation
for the cuerpazo,2 the hipercuerpo, that stands in all its functional and compact
magnificence.
Brown bodies are marked as bad citizens, bad fathers, bad mothers, bad
children, bad lovers, bad americanos.3 Everything that tames brownness can be found
at the intersection between the good and bad body, the black and white body. We
perform being los más mejores4 in order to receive prizes and speak in résumés,
adding our good days to the elegy’s archive. We can be dented, and when we are hurt
we retain the perfection of the perennial victim. We are asked to verify the body and

2

A “cuerpazo,” which I have playfully described as “hipercuerpo,” or “hyperbody,” is a Puerto Rican
word used to describe a body that is thought to be extremely attractive. In Puerto Rico, beauty
standards around body shape are rooted in the mind-body (read white-black) binary.
3
I have left the word americanos in Spanish because I wish to retain the double meanings it has in that
language. While in English, “Americans” almost always refers to citizens of the United States, in
Spanish it can either refer to U.S. citizens, or citizens of the Americas.
4
In Puerto Rican Spanish, the expression “las más mejores,” or “the best bests,” is playfully used to
indicate that someone is not only the best, but is even better than the best. A great deal of our dialect is
about perceived inordinate extremities, something I am convinced is linked to our fear of being read as
excessive or uncivilized.
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check for the curvature, the greña,5 the murusa.6 We are expected to have buenos
modales7 that aim to get rid of malas mañas, a las buenas o a las malas.8 The “˜” of
maña and greña, is the curvature, the rhizome of something that doesn’t want to see
itself.
Bad writing only exists as something signaled, something determined by
another, imposed text. It is always a bottom, las malas palabras9 that rise to the
surface with rage, with the tempest, with the tapón,10 when we hit the bureaucratic
wall, when our house floods, when the plumber doesn’t arrive and there isn’t
electricity in the whole neighborhood. The malas palabras are cafre.11
The following dissertation misbehaves. It engages with the work of two poets,
Sotero Rivera Avilés and Ángela María Dávila, that are integral to my formation.
Through them, I refuse the imperative to write myself into colonial methodological
traditions. I incarnate the bad body. Since there is no direct genealogical trace for a
Puerto Rican non-binary, crip poetics, or trans poetics, this dissertation rages against a
purist framework and dances between disidentificatory readings. Rather than ask,
“Who are my literary precursors?” I perform queer futurity, toss glitter into the
archives and draw out potentialities. Using the work of Fred Moten, José Esteban

5

“La greña” is a tangle of hair, but is almost always used in a pejorative way to refer to hair that is
curly. Hair is one of the primary indicators of blackness in Puerto Rico.
6
“La murusa” is a mass of curly hair. It can be an afro or just a head-full of curls. This use is not
necessarily pejorative, but can be depending on the context.
7
I have chosen to keep “buenos modales,” or “good manners,” in Spanish in order to create contrast
with “malas mañas,” which translates as “bad habits,” thereby losing the “ñ.”
8
“A las buenas o a las malas,” is a Puerto Rican expression that roughly translates to the archaic “by
fair means or foul,” or the more contemporary “by any means necessary.” I’ve included it in Spanish to
highlight the constant resurfacing of the notions of goodness and badness in relation to dominance and
subordination.
9
The best translation for “las malas palabras” is “curse words,” but again this loses the word “malas”
or “bad.”
10
“El tapón” is the Puerto Rican word for “traffic jam.” This word has a long history, since the “tapón”
has been central to life in cities such as San Juan, during the second half of the twentieth century.
11
“Cafre” has perhaps its closest equivalent in the AAV word “ratchet” or, less similarly, “trashy.” It
is both classed and racialized, since its name has been traced back to languages brought to the region
via transatlantic migration.
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Muñoz, Alexander G. Weheliye, Hortense Spiller, Robert Reid-Pharr, and others, I
keep in mind that no theory of brownness should be rooted in anti-blackness, and
acknowledge the critical work done by black and brown theorists and the places
where this work overlaps and creates the grounds for solidarity.
If a specific form of critical whiteness rewards an aesthetics of clarity and
ease, brownness will reflect back as difficulty and excess. It is this brown difficulty
and its limitations that I explore through critical introductions to, and through
translations of, both Rivera Avilés and Dávila’s work. To a certain extent these
translations are also be self-translations because of my proximity to the poets-ashistories. I am too close to write well and too close to not enmesh their work with my
own.

Cultural Nationalism and the History of Hispanismo’s Linguistic Purism

In Women, Creole Identity, and Intellectual Life in Early Twentieth-Century
Puerto Rico, Magali Roy-Féquière notes that cultural nationalism—a nationalist
ideology that prioritizes the formation of a national culture and an essentialized
“Puerto Ricanness” in lieu of the political independence of the Nation-State—
interpellates the Puerto Rican writer to fulfill a contract in which the writer is asked to
perform “the awesome task of being a guarantor of the existence of his or her
culture.” She calls this demand an “enduring ethical dictum”12 and attributes it to the
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In Once You Go Black: Choice, Desire and the Black American Intellectual, Robert Reid-Pharr
reads the work of black American intellectuals in a similar light: “I turn now to the work of James
Baldwin because it demonstrates so clearly the deeply held belief that the efforts of Black American
intellectuals must always be measured against half-baked notions of the representative and the typical.
Indeed, as with Richard Wright, twentieth-century Black American intellectuals risked great hostility
from their “publics” if and when they demonstrated true singularity of voice, when they produced work
that did not reestablish black tradition. It is for this reason that so many Black American writers have
been understood to have lost talent, or if you prefer, lost their profoundly intimate engagement with the
vernacular, as their careers progressed. Indeed with these overdetermined ideological and discursive
structures, the (peculiar) intellectual gains status precisely insofar as he is understood to speak for the
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continuance of a cultural nationalist literary tradition and a parallel counter-discursive
tradition that has ‘documented’ the dominance of this discourse. The Generation of
the Thirties (Generación del Treinta), which consisted of an ex-landowning class of
hacendados, after being displaced by U.S. absentee capitalists, offered cultural
nationalism as a way of saving Puerto Rican society from political and economic
bankruptcy. In Roy-Féquière’s words, “To counter the all-encompassing sense of
social and cultural dislocation, the intelligentsia proposed to discover anew Puerto
Rico’s ‘national character’ in order to affirm the existence of the nation and to
provide the discourses that would buttress new political projects” (4).
In order to understand why the Generation of the Thirties became so invested
in literature as a means to cultivate a national culture, we have to take a look at the
Generation of 98 (Generación del 98), the generation that preceded the Generation of
the Thirties. In Literatura y Sociedad en Puerto Rico, José Luis González explains
this generation was composed of a criollo elite, which consisted of an ex-landowners,
professionals and artisans, and traces how this class went from seeking reforms under
Spanish colonial rule to advocating for complete independence under U.S.
domination.
Originally, two parties emerged from the 1898 invasion. The first, called the
Republican Party (Partido Republicano) came out of the “pure autonomist” tendency.
This party sought the complete assimilation of Puerto Rico into the United States. The
second, the Federal Party (Partido Federal), maintained the same reformist stance
with relation to U.S. imperialism that they had advocated for under Spain. In 1902,
there was an election with no actual representative repercussions, won by the

folk. Thus Black American artists must always guard against the assumption that they have traveled too
far from their roots, lost contact with those all-important original sources.” (99)
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Republican Party. This election helped the U.S. consolidate the criollo class under the
demand for total absorption into the new imperial nation (183).
It took the appropriation of lands by U.S. capitalists, for the criollos to realize
that this new wave of colonizers saw them as colonized subjects, not as legitimate
members of the ruling class. González argues that this realization led to the formation
of the Union Party (Partido Union) in 1904. This party considered two options:
becoming a new state in the Union or forming an independent republic under U.S.
protection. Once it became clear that U.S. capitalists had no plans of inclusion, the
Union Party narrowed its options down to one: becoming an independent republic.
Still the means for reaching independence were quite broad and allowed for the
possibility that Puerto Rico might still maintain a colonial relationship with the U.S.,
with a certain degree of autonomy, until the arrival of what was deemed the
appropriate moment to advocate for independence.
González’s brief history of the Generation of 98 helps us understand the
reasons behind the limitations of the criollo class’s new found radicalism. It also
helps us understand why cultural nationalism was central to this notion of
independence for Puerto Rico. Like the Spanish Generation of 98 (Generacion del
98), this class responded to the dissolution of the Spanish empire, and rejected
modernismo because they saw a lettered culture as the foundation for national politics,
and believed that, in freeing literature of its aesthetic trappings, they would create a
national language that would serve as the foundation for a new nation (187). Their
rejection of romanticism and preference for realist and naturalist prose was explicitly
political, since, as Juan Gelpí aruges in Literatura y paternalismo en Puerto Rico,
they believed the construction of an ideal language would develop the nation.
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Once it became clear that the United States had little interest in sharing power
with the criollo class, Spanish colonialism was nostalgically reassessed: “A
phenomenon of capital importance in the intellectual life of the country during this
period, that was prolonged in subsequent periods, is the strong tendency toward
spiritually re-approaching Spain, as a defensive reaction when faced with the political
denaturalization of the new regime” (188). I would add that a nostalgic attachment to
Spanish colonialism served as a means of recuperating the dream of incorporation
into the metropolis’ ruling class by legitimate means and through legal reforms. It is a
testament to the criollo class’ attachment to an exclusionary system, and its
unwillingness to break with oppressive structures.
The Generation of the Thirties inherited this attachment, and offered cultural
nationalism as a way of saving Puerto Rican society from political and economic
bankruptcy. This “national character” would be discovered in a standardized version
of Spanish, and would take its ultimate form in discursively legitimized literary
works. Linguist Sandra María Falcón argues that the members this criollo elite held a
“place of subordination with respect to the colonial powers” that did not “negate their
position of relative power” within the colonial society, “but rather [coexisted] with it”
(ii-iii). Borrowing Pierre Bordieu’s term “symbolic power,” she states that access to
the official language remained “a question of exclusivity and privilege”, though not a
question of political power (10). For the Generation of the Thirties, dexterity in
managing a standard dialect of Spanish became the prerequisite for belonging to a
Puerto Rican culture. Referring to an argument already made by Lopez-Laguerre,
Falcón writes: “The criollo elites take it upon themselves to define what it means to
be Puerto Rican, by means of a symbolically charged discourse where Spanish
becomes a ‘key element in defining Puerto Ricanness’” (48). This discourse later
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served as a means to resist the imposition of English through the “Americanization”
programs that preceded the economic restructuring of the 1940s and 1950s, while
simultaneously excluding sectors of the Puerto Rican population that were
subordinate to the criollo class.
More specifically, the writers of this generation inherited a position on
linguistic purity held by Hispanophile groups since the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries, and advocated for linguistic protectionism through the rejection of any
perceived challenge to the performed purity of a standardized dialect of Spanish.13
Moving through the work of Germán de Granda, Navarro-Tomas, Margot Arce, and
Salvador Tío, Falcón shows how hyper-vigilance around the entrance of linguistic
impurities in the form of anglicismos, or words originating from North American
dialects of English, came to characterize the writing of early advocates of Puerto
Rican linguistic protectionism and eventually involved the rejection of a non-standard
dialect of Spanish spoken by working class Puerto Ricans, and the bilingualism of the
Puerto Rican diaspora. Additionally, the writers of this generation had a literate
audience in mind and thereby advocated for the formation of a Puerto Rican culture
that was limited to a readership that already had access to cultural capital through
written forms of Spanish.
Through the aforementioned linguistic prerequisites for inclusion, cultural
nationalism excluded what it deemed savage non-subjects, and the Puerto Rican
intelligentsia would end up using the very racist, classist, and gendered civilizing
discourse that had excluded them from access to full-citizenship under both Spanish

13

Falcón writes: One introductory issue that is instrumental to the understanding of the language
debate in Puerto Rico is that even before 1898, Hispanophile groups on the island were considered
elitist, in clear opposition to the working classes, who regarded them as oppressive. Davila (1997: 4)
indicates that “debates over culture in Puerto Rico can be traced to the ideas of educated elites in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries (41).
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and U.S. colonial rule to distinguish themselves from the sub-human outsiders within:
those who were legibly black, feminine, crip, queer or impoverished. This body was
conceptualized within a modernist tradition as already black, already Other, already
the specter of Western literature and civilization. It was the body of unpaid labor, the
body of the slave, the black body.

Anti-blackness as a Foundation for White Readings of Brown Excess

We began this introduction with cursory history of early twentieth century
Puerto Rican cultural nationalist discourse. By claiming that the Generation of the
Thirties reproduced disciplinary notions of order and harmony that are integral parts
of Enlightenment discourse, we are forced to take a step back and examine the extent
to which these exclusions are based on longstanding distinctions between savage nonhumans and human subjects. Through Achille Mbembe, Alexander G. Weheliye,
Robert Reid-Pharr, Jacques Derrida, and others, we can examine the criteria for
exclusion from the human and its relationship to language.
In On the Postcolony, Mbembe describes how the relationship between
colonizer and colonized produces the colonized as a “thing denied” that belongs to the
Heideggerian “universe of immediate things”. For the colonizer, the colonized is like
a “rock” that “expresses nothing” and “does not truly exist as person or as subject.”
He writes: “[It] is at the point where the thingness and its nothingness meet that the
native’s identity lies” (187). This “thing denied” exists paradoxically as a thing that is
not a subject, yet, as the Other, is essential to the constitution of the subjectivity of the
colonizer.
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Like Mbembe, in The Animal That Therefore I am, Jacques Derrida reads in
the Heideggerian “thing as such” the exclusionary distinction between the human and
the non-human animal.
As Matthew Calarco explains:
[In] these initial pages, Derrida offers his two hypotheses (in contrast to
Heidegger’s “theses” on the world formation of human, animal, and stone)
concerning animals. […] The second hypothesis revolves around what we
might call “ontological” issues, namely, the questions of how the humananimal distinction is drawn, whether it can be maintained, and in what form.
[…] The chapter closes with an analysis of the term “animot,” a term that
Derrida hopes his reader will substitute for the metaphysically-laden concept
“animal.” By replacing “animal” with “animot,” Derrida hopes to remind the
reader of the multiplicity of animal beings, their complicated relationship to
human beings, as well as the ways in which animal multiplicity radically
complicates traditional human-animal distinctions (“Tracking the Animal”)
For Derrida the word has the potential to kill or save. It may initiate the “No
pasarab,” of Paul Celan’s shibboleth, or it can initiate life, through that which exceeds
and constitutes it: the sign’s flesh (Derrida, Sovereignties, 58). The ability to speak
and the ability to speak within the confines of the law, to speak properly—in relation
to the "international division of humanity, which grants previously excluded subjects
limited access to personhood as property at the same time as it fortifies the supremacy
of Man” (Reid-Pharr 79)—the ability to name the animal that cannot answer back, as
the “thing as such,” becomes the prerequisite for inclusion in Humanity. These are the
stakes involved in always seeking to draw the unique and indivisible limit that
separates human from animal, namely, the word, the voice that names and that names
the thing as such, as it appears in its being. The animal is deprived of the word, of
noun or name.
The flesh of the colonized is paired with the flesh of the animal through their
exclusion from the category of the human and both are “different properties of the
same racializing juridical assemblage that differentially produces both black and
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native subjects as aberrations from Man and thus not-quite-human” (Weheliye 79).
The colonized is deemed irrational or savage by virtue of his/her/their inability to
produce “intentional acts related by unity of meaning.” The civilized colonial subject
of the Puerto Rican intelligentsia hyper-performed coherent meaningfulness in order
to distinguish his/her/their position from that of the animalized savage, the specter of
Other haunting the Western imaginary. Thus, Puerto Rican literary discourse in the
twentieth century sought historical redemption through the inclusion of Puerto Rican
writers in a universal canon, while leaving unexamined how the exclusionary
conditions of Enlightened citizenship it was reproducing could not have existed
without the colonization and exploitation of colonized non-subjects, themselves
included. The struggles for a language of rights within liberal democracies are
characterized by this paradoxical quality: those who are treated like animals have had
to invoke the specificity of their oppression as non-humans in order to “be numbered
among Humanity” (Riley 9) without necessarily questioning how, as Reid-Pharr notes
"this tendency not only leaves intact hegemonic ideas of humanity as
indistinguishable from western Man but demands comparing different forms of
subjugation in order to adjudicate who warrants recognition and belonging" (75-76).
In doing so, they often legitimize the very institutions and rubrics that systematically
erase subjects that are unwilling to participate in “the collective enterprise of creating
symbolic capital” (Bordieu 68).
Fred Moten’s In the Break explores the “cut” or “break” as a constitutive lack
that cannot be disentangled from excess. Introducing the concept of the (w)hole,
Moten argues that to understand the loss and rupture that is inherent to blackness
(hole), we must simultaneous understanding how it relates to the excesses that
characterize the spectacularization of black bodies (whole), and how both meet in and
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exceed the talking commodity, the black object. More specifically, in the chapter
titled “Visible Music” Moten invites the reader to rethink the relationship between
mourning, morning, and moanin’. What Moten calls the break or the cut, is the space
that makes noise (moanin’)—that which is neither singular nor silent—possible. This
is a space that is produced when orality stands out as the phenomenological relief of
the sign, and, at the same time, turns its back on the sign gaining a new signification
as audio material. The noise doesn’t want to be communicable or incommunicable. It
seeks to be communicable by other means, stepping out of a signification system
where its materiality—its flesh—has been treated as secondary and even irrelevant.
It is this excess orality which can be found in Sotero Rivera Avilés’ and
Ángela María Dávila’s work, an excess which intermittently appears throughout their
poetry, but which both poets constrain and translation into the proper language of the
Puerto Rican intellectual class, often draining it of its dangerous potentiality. Both
poets drew from oral traditions and their own class backgrounds in order to write
work that exceeded the sign, but they also both curtailed that excess by translating and
rendering legible aspects of this excess orality. This form of self-translation gained
them the class access necessary to continue producing their written work, but it also
forced them to constantly perform as ambassadors for an otherness that always
exceeded the literary body.
Alexander G. Weheliye uses Hortense Spiller’s “distinction between body and
flesh and the writ of habeaus corpus” to coin the phrase habeas viscus—”You shall
have the flesh”— and “to signal how violent political domination activates a fleshy
surplus that simultaneously sustains and disfigures said brutality, and on the other
hand, to reclaim the atrocity of flesh as a pivotal arena for the politics emanating from
different traditions of the oppressed” (2). For Rivera-Avilés and Dávila, the “fleshy
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surplus” of the “thing denied” becomes “a pivotal arena” for a poetics. Rather than
calling this a tradition, I’d like to suggest that each of these artists performs a series of
what Moten called cuts or breaks from the insistence that a common literary language
will be the bearer of tradition and key in the formation of a new nation.

“Feeling Brown”

Rivera-Avilés and Dávila,14 used definitions of lack and excess that take part
in a civilizing discourse, which emphasized order through harmony, to (mis)perform
signification and therefore point at unrecoverable loss. Rather than represent the
historical erasure of those who did not conform to the law, they acknowledged the
incommensurability of loss and the impossibility of recovery through representation.
Unlike the advocates of cultural nationalism, belonging to the Generación del Treinta,
they did not believe language is the transparent vehicle of meaning that once
appropriated and dominated could free minoritarian subjects from the binds of
oppression. They responded to the purism of hispanismo by performing an impure
form of Spanish, introducing, as impure speakers, subjects who weren’t included
within hispanismo, and producing opaque objects, through which they sought to point
out the fissures on the surface of various discourses.
They were minoritarian subjects excluded for their proximity to blackness,
femininity, or cripness, but who also had access to cultural capital inaccessible to
most black and brown Puerto Ricans. Moving between discursive spheres, they
experienced the “the intellectual vertigo […] the so-called native intellectual faced as

14

I don’t engage or speak with these authors. I push the boundaries of their work in ways similar to the
ways in which they have pushed the boundaries of mine. I mess with them, or fuck with them. Estoy
involucrada: I am both involved and enmeshed.
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he attempted to produce a culture of liberation via the very structures of domination
that they hoped to overthrow.”15 Their unique positions as both subjects and objects,
excluded from and interpellated by literary circles, and forced to constantly
renegotiate the terms of their inclusion, helped them see the how dominant discourses
erased those deemed minoritarian. Rather than offer projects free of entanglements,
they wrote texts that punctured the surface of the discourses of which they were
participants, and instead of solely counter-identifying and resisting, they questioned
the conditions of their own legibility by pointing to the bounds of the discursive.
In Disidentifications, José Esteban Muñoz coins the term disidentification and
explains it in relation to the Freudian “just-as-if” relationship. Muñoz claims that if,
according to Jean Laplanche and Jean-Bertrand Pontalis, the identifying subject
“assimilates an aspect, property or attribute of the other and is transformed, wholly or
partially, after the model the other provides, [then] the disidentifying subject is unable
to fully identify or to form what Sigmund Freud called that ‘just-as-if’ relationship
[…because] what stops identification from happening is always the ideological
restrictions implicit in an identificatory site” (7-9). Unlike “counteridentification” or
rebellion against the “symbolic system”, disidentification offers a “third mode of
dealing with dominant ideology, one that neither opts to assimilate within such a
structure nor strictly opposes it; […] a strategy that works on and against dominant
ideology” (11). The relationships these artists had to literariness was disidentificatory
15

Reid-Pharr. When speaking of Martinican intellectual Franz Fanon: For it is Fanon, the
Martinican/American petit-bourgeois turned Algerian nationalist revolutionary intellectual, who
understood as clearly as anyone the difficulty the so-called native intellectual faced as he attempted to
produce a culture of liberation via the very structures of domination that the hoped to overthrow. That
is to say, Fanon recognized the intellectual vertigo that I have suggested dogged many mid-twentiethcentury Black American intellectuals. Thus Fanon does much of the dirty work for those many black
intellectuals concerned with how one might struggle against racism and imperialism while remaining
mindful of the fact that the fiction of certainty that one encounters in the appellation “Black American”
is itself a primary tool in the enforcement of the white supremacy against which the radical black
intellectual might struggle. (125-126)
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because, more often than most, they had to negotiate in new ways, due to their class
ascension and the exclusionary character of selective canonical inclusivity.
However, this dissertation focuses less on disindentification, which it takes as
a given, and more on another Muñozian concept: his articulation of what it means to
feel brown. In his article, “Feeling Brown: Ethnicity and Affect in Ricardo Bracho’s
The Sweetest Hanover (and Other STDS),” Muñoz addresses the limitations and
potentialities of the “Latino” identity.16 He explains that the term fails to “embodied
politics which contest various antagonisms within the social that challenge Latino and
Latina citizen-subjects,” because it does not “subscribe to any common racial, class,
gender, religious, or national category.” He asks, “[If] a Latino can be from any
country in Latin America, a member of any race, religion, class, or gender or sex
orientation, who then is she? What nodes of communality do Latinas and Latinos
share? How is it possible to know latinidad?” (204)
Despite acknowledging the limitations of “Latino,” Muñoz also offers another
way of understanding its use. He suggests we see it as “a new social movement.”
After rejecting the U.S. census term Hispanic, he posits that by creating a distinct
term, those who identify as Latino are self-imagining. He borrows Norma Alarcón’s
term “identity-in-difference.” Unlike multiculturalism, “To be cognizant of one’s
status as an identity-in-difference is to know that one falls off majoritarian maps of
the public sphere, that one is exiled from the paradigms of communicative reason and
a larger culture of consent.” (205)
In addition to Alarcón’s term, Muñoz revisits Raymond Williams Marxism
and Literature, in particular his term “structure of feeling.” Williams examines the

16

Outside of Muñoz’ citations, I will replace “Latino” with “Latinx” in order to acknowledge the
strides made toward gender-inclusivity, especially amongst contemporary queer Latinx artists and
activists.
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“connections and points of solidarity between working-class groups and social
experience that can be described as “in process” yet nonetheless is historically
situated.” Muñoz joins both Alarcón and William’s terms, creating the term
“‘identity-in-process.’” He writes:
What unites and consolidates oppositional groups is not simply the fact of
identity by the way they perform affect, especially in relation to an official
“national affect” that is aligned with a hegemonic class. Latina/o (and other
minoritarian) theater and performance set out to specify and describe ethnic
difference and resistance not in terms of simple being, but through the more
nuanced route of feeling. More specifically I am interested in plotting the way
Latina/o performance theatricalizes a certain mode of “feeling brown” in a
world painted white, organized by cultural mandates to “feel white.”” (205)
“National affect” is dictated by the “very terms of citizenship.” The affect of
“emergent immigrant” competes with the “official national affect” in the national
arena. This “official national affect” is “primarily associated with white middle-class
subjectivity, [which] considers most ethnic affect inappropriate.” Whiteness is the
good body, or the law:
Whiteness is a cultural logic which can be understood as an affective code that
positions itself as the law. The lens of Foucauldian discourse analysis permits
us to understand whiteness and the official national affect that represents its
interests as a truth game. This game is rigged insofar as it is meant to block
access to freedom to those who cannot inhabit or at least mimic certain
affective rhythms that have been preordained as acceptable. From the vantage
point of this national affect code, Latina/o affect appears over the top and
excessive. […] The affect of Latinos and Latinas is often off. One can even
argue that it is off-white. The failure of Latino affect in relation to the
hegemonic protocols of North American affective excess. I know I risk
reproducing some predictable clichés of the Latino being “hot ‘n’ spcy” or
simply “on fire.” I answer these concerns by making two points: (1) It is not
so much that the Latina/o affective performance is so excessive, but that the
affective performance of normative whiteness is minimalist to the point of
emotional impoverishment. Whiteness claims affective normativity and
neutrality, but for that fantasy to remain in place one must only view it from
the vantage point of U.S. cultural and political hegemony. Once we look at
whiteness from a racialized perspective, like that of Latinos, it appears to be
flat and impoverished. At this moment in history it seems especially important
to position whiteness as lack. (2) Rather than trying to run from this
stereotype, Latino as excess, it seems much more important to seize it and
redirect it in the service of a liberationist politics. Such a maneuver is akin to
what I have described elsewhere as a disidentification with toxic
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characterizations and stereotypes of U.S. Latinos. A disidentification is neither
an identification or a counteridentification; it is a working on, with, and
against a form at a simultaneous moment. This the “hot ‘n’ spicy spic” is a
subject who cannot be contained within the sparse affective landscape of
Anglo North America. This accounts for the ways Latino citizen-subjects find
their way through subgroups that perform the self in affectively extravagant
fashions. (206-207)
I would like to push back against the notion that what Muñoz calls Latino
affect is exclusive to either the Latino identification or the United States. Although it
takes a different and specific form in Puerto Rico, there is such a thing as “feeling
brown.” Artists and poets who have are legible as trigueñxs, mulatxs, or other degrees
of brown proximity to blackness, and gain access to the white, criollo intelligentsia,
also struggle with being read as having a similarly excessive affect. As I mention in
the previous section, the white criollos and their descendants took upon themselves to
create a Puerto Rican culture that could compete with Enlightenment models of
civility, in order to gain access to power via the very exclusionary class and race
structures that refused to include them under the new colonial regime. Brownness,
read as mulatez, was both held up, through individual examples, in order to cement
the one-race-one-nation myth of mulataje, and constantly monitored for its proximity
to—and therefore potential collapse into—blackness. This brownness can be grounds
for us to examine how the policing of race and class, through anti-black suppressions
of the bad body, takes place within already minoritarian identities (i.e. colonial
subjects) Though I’d be hesitant to argue that trigueñx and mulatx writers in Puerto
Rico are in the same ‘historically coherent group,’ they do occupy a similar position
in relation to blackness, which whiteness seeks to police. The in-betweeness of
brownness makes it a site in which whiteness rehearses the violence of difference.
While the civilizing impulse of cultural nationalism would try to defend and
tame the unruly bad body by arguing that it is in fact a good body, Muñoz takes
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another route. He argues that what is being read as excessive or emotional, is not just
a stereotype that must be debunked; it is reaction to becoming involucradx. To be
involucradx is to be more than involved. A person who is involucradx is to be
enveloped by and entangled with that with which they are involved. All proximity
with the “world of objects and people is lost.” Brownness is read as “emotional,”
“[because] stigmatized people are presented with significantly more obstacles that
suddenly surface in their own affective mapping of the world.” (209)
In honor of Muñoz’ reading and the involucramiento of being a Puerto Rican
translator and poet, rather than distance myself from Rivera-Avilés and Dávila, my
translations become involucrados with the specificity of their languages and, in turn,
how involucrados these are with Puerto Rican brown affect. Both poets did daily
work of translating, through poetry, their racial and class formation into an
exclusionary written code designed by and for the descendants of white criollos.
I take the poet Julia de Burgos as a jumping off point for my translations
because in engaging with Rivera-Avilés and Dávila, I realized both saw De Burgos as
a model for a poetic self-translation practice because she was, in many ways, one of
the first Puerto Rican poets that had to translate her brownness for a criollo audience
and move between worlds and discourses, developing a specific kind of strategic
radicality that had a lasting impact.

CHAPTER 1
The Promise and Betrayal of Brownness in the Work of Julia de Burgos
“I learned the pose from schooling
beatitudes of black boy taming
tools for fitting
I think this is what they call
an education. Underground
Railroad ticket; but you gotta
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sell something first”
—Kirwyn Sutherland, “Ars Poetica I”

In his introduction to Amor y anarquía: Los escritos de Luisa Capetillo, Julio
Ramos describes how during the first two decades of the twentieth century a series of
workers gained access to lettered culture as a result of “strikes, manifestations,
literary soirees and a proliferation of workers’ texts [...], which registered the
emergence of a new contestatory culture that combated in order to open a space and
thereby redefine the limits of the severely exclusionary territory of the country’s
political and cultural institutions” (13).17 He names Luisa Capetillo, Ramón Romero
Rosa, Eduardo Conde, José Ferrer y Ferrer, and Manuel F. Rojas as examples of
workers that gained access literary circles and also had to face the accompanying
backlash.
Ramos’s analysis of the position occupied by anarchist and writer Luisa
Capetillo will serve as a comparative model for the “in-between” position held by
Julia de Burgos. He writes:
This degree of specialization allows us to think of Capetillo as an intellectual,
even though she is, at the same time, different from the letrados of her time-almost all were lawyers--that amongst other things still didn’t solely depend
on their writing in order to make a living. But, because she didn’t have to do
labor, this leads us to consider Capetillo as a worker who is distanced from the
receiver of her work, especially the field worker or even the urban worker,
who were subject to the norms of an oral culture. The working-class
intellectual therefore emerges as a democratizer of writing, even though the
exercise of mediation that authorizes her, submits her to tensions and social
struggles, to the hierarchization that in that society implied having or not
having access to written language. (33)18
17

My translation: Huelgas, manifestaciones, veladas literarias y la proliferación de escritos obreros en
periódicos, tribunas, obras teatrales, panfleto y consignas, registraban la emergencia de una cultura
contestataria que combatía por abrirse un lugar y así redefinir los límites del territorio severamente
exclusivo de las instituciones políticas y culturales del país.
18
My translation: Este grado de especialización nos permite pensar a Capetillo como una intelectual,
aunque a la vez diferenciada de los letrados de su época--casi todos abogados--que entre otras cosas
aún no dependían económicamente de la escritura. Pero a la vez, al escindir del trabajo nos lleva a
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The phrase “democratizer of writing” offers multiple readings. In Capetillo’s
case, she helped democratize writing by making writing more accessible to workers
who could not read or write, by working as a reader in a factory.19 It is not clear to
what extent workers had access to De Burgos’ poetry. However, if we take “writing”
to be a cultural nationalist discourse that was undemocratic in its exclusionary
character, one might be able to argue that she democratized writing by visualizing the
erasures of discourse. Here, democratization is not the furthering of an inclusionary
representative project, but the abolition of the oral-written binary.
Unlike most writers of the Generation of the Thirties, Julia de Burgos’s family
was not composed of ex-hacendados. Much like anarchist Capetillo, she came from a
working-class family and suffered economic hardship, yet unlike other working-class
women during the early twentieth century, she had access to a criollo culture and
often articulated that she felt different because of her position as a poet. She worked
as a teacher and later held various jobs after she moved to the U.S. Her life was one of
survival, despite having access to symbolic capital, inaccessible to other workingclass women. She often envisioned herself as a working-class woman, who actively
fought against capitalism and imperialism. At other times, she saw herself as a
cultured pedagogue, whose access to a criollo discourse made her different from other
working-class subjects. Her identification with multiple positions was made possible
by both her in-betweeness as a mulata and Puerto Rico mulataje’s promise of racial
considerar a Capetillo como una trabajadora diferenciada de su destinatario, sobre todo el campesino e
incluso el trabajador urbano, sujetos a las normas de la cultural oral. La intelectual obrera emerge
entonces como democratizadora de la escritura, aunque el ejercicio de la mediación que la autoriza la
somete a tensiones y pugnas sociales, a la jerarquización que en esa sociedad implicaba tener o no tener
acceso a la escritura.
19
Additionally, Ramos points out that at in being submitted to the “hierarchization that in that society
implied having or not having access to written language,” at times Capetillo reaffirmed classist
distinctions between “brute force” and “the superiority of a creative intelligence,” even though by the
standards of most letrados her writing might be considered uncultured, and even while most of her life
she worked to abolish classed-society (43).
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mobility. As Ramón Grosfoguel, Frances Negrón-Muntaner, and Chloé S. Georas
explain:
In contrast to U.S.-style racism, Puerto Rican blacks and mulattoes are
promised the possibility of “racial mobility” for their offspring through racial
intermixing and economic advancement. Hence, a light-skinned subject with
African ancestry may be accepted as “white” in Puerto Rico if he/she exhibits
“white” looks. Simultaneously, despite the widespread understanding that
blackness constitutes the most undesirable racial identity among Puerto
Ricans, both colonialist and nationalist discourses subscribe to the myth of
racial democracy. According to this ideology, all Puerto Ricans regardless of
“race” are the mixture of the same ethnic ingredients—Spanish, African,
Indian—and therefore equal. This superficially more benign form of racist
ideology is often as, if not more, effective than more overt racist discourses in
preventing racism from being socially and politically challenged in public
discourse. (15)
De Burgos played out contradictory discursive positions, whether strategically
or unintentionally, in response to the “intellectual vertigo” of having to occupy an inbetween class and racial position, as a working-class woman who was conditionally
included within and often directly excluded from criollo circles. This meant that
though often part of the same nation-building project as writers such as Pedreira and
Arce, De Burgos often pointed at the historical erasures that accompany the
construction of these identitarian sites, while at other times she participated in the
consolidation of a cultural nationalism discourse. Rather than offering one of the
historically revisionist readings that characterize critiques of her work, I suggest we
take a selective look at these moments in which her work pointed at discursive erasure
and focus on how De Burgos negotiated within discourses, attempting to open fissures
in normative frameworks, and how these negotiations have the potential to be
subversive or hegemonic reinforcements. In having to manage more than one sphere
of capital (economic, cultural) and identificatory site (Puerto Rico, New York), she
was quite aware of the silences, absences and losses inherent to the production of
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discourses. In moving between these she was able to point at the limitations of the
identitarian sites themselves.
Oftentimes, her articulation of sorrow (“pena”) through poetry approximates
Fred Moten’s definition of “moanin,” a state between “melancholia” and “mourning”
in which the impossibility of recovering loss becomes a long “moan” that couples loss
and excess in a collectively enacted (w)hole. Her engagement with loss sometimes
appears in her poems not just as poetic “moanin’” but as a desire for the ultimate loss
of death itself. In “Living the Political: Julia de Burgos and Lolita Lebrón,” Jossianna
Arroyo compares the work of both writers, following Julia Kristeva’s “semiotic
politics.” She notes that “[as] symbols of the feminine, these writers’ lives have been
portrayed symbolically as illustrating a death wish, in which sexuality, desire, or
sacrifice, either for love or for the love of country, defines their commitment to art
and politics.” Their transgressions as feminine subjects that participate in masculine
spheres foreground “the close connections joining femininity, loss and terror.” If the
well-behaved feminine performing subject is forgotten, the transgressive feminine
subject becomes that “which exceeds representation” and spills over into nothingness
or “death” (129). In a context in which womanhood meant sacrificing the individual
drive--if the existence of such a drive was even recognized—to the collective, a
female identified poetic voice that incarnated a Romantic spirit could easily be
interpreted as having a death wish. Arroyo adds that both women are repeatedly
interpreted as the “loca/sensible” archetype, “a female excessive arché or will fueled
by desire, sexuality or loss.” The Freudian “death drive” becomes part of their agency
and their poetic projects. For De Burgos, “these connections led to a construction of a
lyrical voice that asserts itself in specific flights or nothingness (la nada) (bodily,
philosophical, insular)” (132-133).
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De Burgos has been inscribed as a necessary exception within a series of
cultural nationalist narratives, and was biographically configured as an exceptional
visionary, whose death became material for the retrospective transformation of her
life into a narrative of self-erasure. Because she died tragically, her life continues to
invite historicist readings of her work, even from those critics most aligned with antiteleological theories. The meaningfulness of De Burgos’s life is always subject to rearticulation, while there remains a residue of silence, a series of unanswered questions
that always allow critics to return to her life as a source for unending narration.
Nationalist critiques attributed her suffering and ultimate demise to
colonialism, poverty, and political persecution; in other words, they turned her into a
martyr for a number of causes. Anti-nationalist discourses often depicted her as a
drunk, unnatural woman whose participation in male dominated spaces led her down
a path of self-destruction. Third way anti-narratives of the 1990s, largely influenced
by Derridean deconstructivism, present De Burgos as an exceptional figure that either
pushed against nationalist discourses or was fooled into believing in them.
In his review of Yo fui toda en mí: Antología poética en el centenario del
natalicio de Julia de Burgos, Luis Othoniel describes these third way narratives in
detail, taking specific issue with Rubén Ríos Ávila’s reading of Julia’s work. If we
think of Ríos Ávila's framing not as an isolated reading but rather as an antinationalist discourse shared by critics such as Ávila, Gelpí, Pabón, and Perez Rosario
and, in which nationalism is foregrounded as an impediment to a more nuanced
problematized understanding the ways in which power is deployed—similar to
Foucault's critique of counterdiscourses in History of Sexuality—regardless of
whether this nationalism is an anti-imperialist response or generated by the imperialist
country, it becomes another alternative discourse. The third way of critical thought is
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often willing to vilify nationalism for its paternalism, rigidity, essentialism, etc., but if
a figure such of De Burgos aligns herself with a nationalist discourse, the third way
critics will bend over backwards to prove that she was not nationalist. Rather than
give space to the idea that she could simultaneously ascribe to anti-imperialist
elements of nationalist discourse in ways that were often contradictory; that she could
reproduce patriarchal notions and push against them at the same time; that she might
be negotiating with power and fighting against it; third way critics ask her to be
purely anti-purist, with as much fervor as most nationalists. Of course, one could
argue that they are simply complicating an existing narrative, but in their efforts to
deromanticize De Burgos, they romanticize her radicality, her exceptionalism, and
how different she was from other nationalists. The alternative discourse becomes an
"escape route" (Perez Rosario 1)20 through which the critic can stand outside of
discourse and critique it for its limitations using a figure she/he/they has designated as
exceptional as an outsider avatar.
One of the limitations of Othoniel's own critique is that he collapses Julia's
sexualization as an object of desire with a de-subjectificiation. He reaffirms the
binary, solidifying the notion that if Julia's body becomes the primary site of value, in
say a painting, she is being treated as incapable of having agency. But why is a
woman's naked body always read as a site of objectification of women and
subjectification of men, via the male gaze? Was this distinction central to De Burgos's
own feminist struggles? Her delegitimation as a sexually desired and desiring body
became the site for a speaker that tried time and time again to embody the mind, and
subjectify the body.

20

In Becoming Julia de Burgos: The Making of a Puerto Rican Icon, Vanessa Pérez Rosario “proposes
a new way of reading Burgos's work, life, and legacy, focusing on the escape routes she created to
transcend the rigid confines of gender and cultural nationalism.”
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All of these narratives shared certain diegetic commonalities, since their
authors were unwilling to linger too long on the moments in which her work and her
poetry was contradictory, fragmented, and resisted these readings. In other words, the
erasure of those aspects of her work that are discomforting, and do not conform to a
given structure, correlates to the erasure she continually addressed. Where others
write a consistent (or consistently non-consistent) narration of De Burgos’s life, I ask
us to think of De Burgos as one of many examples of how a minoritarian subject
negotiated competing discursive spaces while resisting her own symbolic and bodily
erasure. Her survival is both extraordinary and common. Extraordinary in that it left a
written record within a dominant discourse that pointed at erasures beyond her own,
and common in that this record only has exceptional value if we sustain there should
be a hierarchy between criollo culture and those who do not have access to the written
word.
Each one of these narratives sought to rewrite her life as a meaningful
indicator of how Puerto Ricans should politically engage with a given present. In a
number of ways, Burgos came to represent the colonial history of Puerto Rico, and
the rewriting of her life was either an attempt to undo a traumatic loss of autonomy or
a justification of structures of dependence.
In 2014, the letters De Burgos wrote to her sister Consuelo were published and
collected for the first time in Cartas a Consuelo: Julia de Burgos. In examining these
letters, it is interesting to find that De Burgos did not, as has often been narrated,
identify as black and that, at times, she even passed for white. On Tuesday, April 9,
1940, she wrote the following:
I am extremely busy, working from 9:00 a.m. until almost 10:00 p.m., for the
New York Census. It is a terrible job that barely leaves one time to breathe.
Imagine, I’ve been assigned to the middle of the Harlem district, the central
gathering place of North American blacks, that, by the way, remain savage.
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These blacks don’t even know how to speak English. They speak a bad slang,
between teeth, and don’t know their own names, or where they were born. It is
hard to work in this place. But, well, I couldn’t find another job. In my
district—of about 1000 people—I haven’t found a single Latino, nor a single
white North American. The majority of these blacks are from the Virgin
Islands and Bermuda, Martinique, etc.—cocolos, they are called. They live
with their savage rites, practicing witchcraft and burning incense, lighting
candles, etc. I’ve seen all of this with my own eyes, for I’ve had to go into
their homes, sit with them, and hear and see their lifestyle. It is interesting, but
bothersome and dangerous. They are very angry with the white man who
humiliates them and they continue to live in a spoiled and brutal manner.
(27)21
Her fear of becoming one of the “blacks” she describes belies more than a
personal choice. The abjection of blackness represented her proximity to erasure and
destitution, as well as her investment in class and racial ascension as a means to
escape poverty, specifically the poverty of her childhood. She was aware of herself as
a brown Puerto Rican, with a tenebrous access to whiteness through white-passing
visibility, and Puerto Rican legibility via language (accent, name, legal identity). The
rage, frustration, and pity she expresses towards those she herself recognizes as
oppressed is rooted in her fear that the “white man” might cut her off and that she too
might be the object of the census rather than the free-willed poet she envisions herself
in the romanticism of some of her poems.

21

My translation: Yo estoy sumamente atareada, trabajando de 9:00 a.m. hasta casi las 10:00 p.m., en
el Censo de Nueva York. Es un trabajo terrible que apenas si da tiempo para respirar. Imagínate que me
ha tocado en pleno distrito de Harlem, el centro de los negros norteamericanos, que dicho sea de paso,
permanecen casi salvajes. Estos negros no saben hablar ni inglés. Hablan un slang malo, entre dientes,
y no saben ni cómo se llaman, ni dónde nacieron. Es duro trabajar en este sitio. Pero, en fin, no
encontré otra cosa que hacer. En mi distrito-como de 1000 personas- no he encontrado ni un solo
latino, ni un solo blanco norteamericano. La mayor parte de esos negros son de Islas Vírgenes y
Bermuda, Martinica, etc.-cocolos, que llaman. Viven en sus ritos salvajes, haciendo “brujerías” y
quemado inciensos, prendiendo velas, etc. Todo esto lo he visto con mis propios ojos, pues he tenido
que meterme en las casas, sentarme con ellos, y oír y ver su manera de vida. Es interesante, pero
molesto y peligroso. Son ellos muy reconcorosos con el hombre blanco que los ha humillado y
proceden malcriados y brutales.
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In another telling moment, it becomes clear that although elsewhere she
identified a lineage rooted in slavery, she often passed as white. On May 15, 1940,
she wrote:
This city [Washington, D.C.] offers many interesting things, but others are
very cruel. The racial prejudice is inconceivable. The blacks have schools,
libraries, restaurants, hotels, and everything separate. It is horrible. In my next
letter, I’ll tell you the disappointments I’ve experienced for not keeping my
eyes open. (37)22
Two things become immediately evident. In in a segregated city she doesn’t
go to the same “schools, libraries, restaurants, hotels” etc. as black people. She suffers
some kind of “disappointments,” that are racial, which seem related to not knowing
how to navigate segregation (‘“not having my eyes open”), but are unclear. In other
words, she clearly isn’t white, though she often passes for white, and does not pass as
black.
She is not insincere when she identifies with her black ancestor in “Ay ay ay
de la grifa negra.” The letter and the poem mark different positions of accessibility to
whiteness. In the poem, the mulata is a figure of mulataje and antillanismo. While she
was more economically and socially stable, she allied herself with blackness in
opposition to the whiteness of the criollos. Once she moved to the United States, her
new precarity and having to navigate new white supremacist systems meant she had
an unexpected pressure to assimilate to whiteness. I am less concerned with the ethics
of De Burgos’s decision, and more interested in what that decision says about her
position as a mulata, the implicit possibility of betrayal that is contained in brown
proximity to whiteness, as well as the implicit potential for solidarity with blackness
that is part of the anti-blackness brown people experience.

22

My translation: Esta ciudad [Washington, D.C.] ofrece muchas cosas interesantes, pero otras muy
crueles. El prejuicio racial es de lo más inconcebible. Los negros tienen escuelas, bibliotecas,
restaurantes, hoteles, y todo aparte. Es horrible. Ya te contaré en mi otra los chascos que me he llevado
por no andar con los ojos abiertos.
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In her life in New York, Julia, the census-worker, aligns herself with “national
affect,” rather than “feeling brown.” De Burgos’ multiplicity is not always to be
celebrated, it is also marked by moments of failure, cruelty, and the (re)production of
hegemony. No excuse, no smoothing over, no totality can erase this moment forged
by non-freedom. A brown woman sees in black men and women, a self she chooses
not to be, the barbarous uncivilized, uncultured De Burgos.
These two examples shouldn’t be swept under the rug. De Burgos’
contradictions were an inherent part of a nationalist movement and a cultural
nationalist discourse that was situated between a working-class majority and a local
bourgeoise. Her class background led her to often identify with the black and brown
cane field workers, but she also aspired to class mobility, and was often afraid of
losing the little security she had. She was frequently proud of having survived by
maneuvering accessible discourses. It is evident throughout her writing that she lived
with the ghost of precarity, and that she sought to escape the poverty that had
consumed her six siblings.
In the last year of her life, De Burgos bid farewell to the world from within
Welfare Island. There she had given her body over to a series of treatments conducted
by doctors who saw her as another brown body they could use for experimentation.
The stakes of staying or leaving the hospital were different for her than for the
cosmopolitan poetic subjects I have been force-fed since I could read. Her “choice” to
be hospitalized was undoubtedly the product of the fact that she had difficulties
securing employment despite having many of the same skills as white candidates. To
her doctors, she was just another Puerto Rican, whose otherness made her the perfect
object of study. They did not know and did not care if Pablo Neruda had thought her
work was exceptional, or that she was considered one of the best Puerto Rican poets
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of her generation. Her (dis)placement and her survival were contingent upon the
whim of those well-traveled, well-moneyed U.S. citizens that belong to no single
place only because they owned everyplace.
I suggest we read the letters De Burgos’s wrote during her hospitalization as
her way of trying to transcend the subject-object/doctor-patient binary by writing
herself into the position of the doctor. Rather than be just an object for study, this
allowed De Burgos to envision herself as a collaborator in the experiments conducted
on her. She treated her illness as something that both she and her doctors were trying
to eradicate, and her poetry as an alternative epistemology. In writing herself as the
doctor, she performed whiteness, translated her body into a legible discourse,
submitted herself to a violence in order to both survive and to advocate for her
existence, as a voiced body, an embodied voice. But in doing so, she also obviated
that violence, legitimized it and accepted the terms of her hospitalization.
This is the kind of negotiation she constantly performed, often subjecting her
own history to a violent rewriting in order to democratize an exclusionary literary
world. This sacrifice is written into her narrative as a national sacrifice and
romanticized as an ability to bring together classes and races, rather than seen as a
complicated act of at times survival and other times class ascension via selftranslation. Whether or not her hospitalization led to her death, it is one of a series of
performances through which De Burgos mined her own experience in ways that were
high risk. Her surgical interventions on her own language cut out traces of blackness,
repackaged her racial background and made her more legible to a criollo bourgeoisie.
The moments in which her work breaks through a white criollo literary
tradition and exceeds the text are a guiding light for the work of Dávila and Rivera
Avilés, but so are the moments in which she sacrifices her experience in order to
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produce writing for a criollo readership. In a way, there is truth to the cultural
nationalist belief that literature shapes national consciousness, for De Burgos’ work is
an example of how the literary has the power to incorporate experience into a
nationalist mythos while obfuscating the violence of that incorporation. On the other
hand, it serves as an example of the fact that it will only do so at the cost of any break
from the oppressive structures that uphold colonialism. These are the potentialities
and risks of self-translation.
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CHAPTER 2
The Spector of Crip Queerness and the Construction of Post-War Masculinity in
the Poetry of Sotero Rivera Avilés

In Pedreira's foundational Insularismo he writes, "The mulatto [...] is a
profoundly undefined and hesitant type [...] a group-oriented man who collaborates
and does not create, who follows but does not initiate, who marches in line but is
never a leader. In general, he lacks the zeal to be captain. "(29). In Puerto Rican
literary history, the figure of the “ambiguous” “mulatto” in Antoino S. Pedreira’s
Insularismo (1932) and the “dócile” Puerto Rican in René Marques’s “El
puertorriqueño dócil” (1960) form part of a cultural nationalist discourse that equates
political hesitancy with the indefiniteness of an in-between state. A hyper-vigilant
criollo class collapsed sexual and racial transgressions under the umbrella category of
“ambiguous” illegibility. The transgression of sex norms through female participation
in male-dominated spheres—as was the case of Julia de Burgos and Ángela María
Dávila—was often read by a cultural nationalist narrative as political betrayal, almost
always executed by an “ambiguous mulato/a.”
Between the Generation of the Thirties and the Generation of the Sixties
(Generación del Sesenta), stands the work of Sotero Rivera Avilés, a member of the
Guajana Generation (Generación Guajana) who is a key figure in understanding how
previously excluded subjects gained access to criollo circles through reforms such as
the G.I. Bill, and how this inclusion was conditional, forcing these subjects to become
what Paulo Preciado calls experimental sites for the “transformation of sex into an
object for the political gestation of life,” a testing ground for “the new technologies of
advanced technocapitalism.” Preciado offers an extensive “sexopolitical analysis of
the world economy,” naming the Second World War as a starting point for the
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emergence of new systems of biopolitical control, specifically through the
development of prostheses as means to create sexed bodies. He summarizes the new
visibility of women in the public sphere and homosexuality in the military, adding
that “the American Mccarthyism of the 1950s adds the patriotic persecution of
communism to the struggle against homosexuality as a form of anti-nationalism, at
the same time that it exalts the family values of a laborious masculinity and a
domestic maternity.”
Rivera Avilés lived during this period, serving in the army during the Korean
War and acquiring various physical and psychic disabilities as a result. I’d like to
propose that his writing served as a prosthetic limb through which he sought to regain
control of a wounded body. In failing to do so, he was forced to disidentify with a
model of coherent, self-contained masculinity, and to perform ambiguous, mulato,
and criollo subjectivity. He was also able to use this prosthetic to point at the loss of
an idealized childhood and by these means critique both U.S. imperialism and criollo
elitism.
Sotero Rivera Avilés’s narrative is a self-fashioned disidentificatory project
that is in no way neatly predicated on dates or places. Although he successfully
moved out of poverty, he paid with his participation in the war, the loss of an arm,
and a life full of physical and psychic trauma. In his retelling, the Korean War meant
the death of his younger self and the birth of a poet, but it also created a lacuna in
which lost time swelled into nostalgia. Much of his poetry is composed of memories
strung together as if he were trying to construct solidity itself.
Rivera Avilés was born April 28, 1933, in a town called Añasco. Like most
towns in Puerto Rico, Añasco became a plantation town built around the production
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of sugar cane. In an interview, his daughter, Yolanda Rivera-Castillo, describes his
upbringing as follows:
[His father] had arthritis, worked his whole life in a bakery and in agriculture.
A working-class man. Poor. He had sixteen children with my grandmother, of
which nine survived, the oldest of which was my father. He died when I was
young. He lived in a very poor house. All he had was quinqués and hammocks
to sleep in and in the back he had a latrine. He was very, very poor. That
house was on a piece of land that he had rented from some rich people. My
father began working for them when he was eight years old and, when my
grandfather died, they kept the land. They kept the land. One of those tricks
rich people do. Well, since, you know, my grandfather’s children were very
poor […] And he had rented; supposedly, legally, after thirty years that
belongs to you, but, well they took it away from him. Later, my grandmother,
who was diabetic, went to live next to my uncle, uncle Wilson, and uncle
Wilson has also been blinded by diabetes; she died, grandmother Paquita. She
lived in a little wooden house next to uncle Wilson and she was a woman who
knew about natural medicine. She cured people and that way she earned some
money. She sewed gloves as well, so that her children could go to school,
because I think back then you had to pay a dollar per semester for the
materials and such.
When he was older, Rivera Avilés began working in the bakery with his
father. Oftentimes he would work past ten at night and wake at two in the morning to
deliver milk all over town. He had to watch his ninth-grade graduation procession
through the bakery window because he had no money with which to buy a proper
shirt. Despite these conditions, in high school, Rivera Avilés was given the nickname
“Potencia” because he was able to earn As and Bs with little or no time to study or
even sleep. In addition to being an after-school laborer, he was also an intellectual
worker and a paid strongman. The richer students in the school would pay Rivera
Avilés a quarter to do a variety of jobs including fighting their fights and writing their
love letters.
Yet as his high school years came to a close, he could not continue living off
of quarters. Despite being an athlete (baseball player and boxer) and dreaming of
getting out of poverty via sports, very few options were available to poor brown boys
from Añasco. There were no government grants for the poor, and the University of
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Puerto Rico was reserved for the rich. Therefore, without graduating from high school
(he approved a GED exam later to get his high school diploma), in 1951, he enlisted
in the US Marines.
On August 1953, after two years of service, he was wounded. The report
written at the U.S. Naval hospital in Pendleton, California, described the incident:
Patient was bystander in vicinity of explosion of missile (type?) in which three
others were injured. Multiple lacerations as a result of missile explosion.
Patient was at work cutting weeds. During 10 minute break they were sitting
on a concrete tunnel. One of the marines was playing with a dud—one of
many shells laying about on the ground—the dud slipped from his and hit the
concrete. It exploded.
As is described in the lawsuit filed after his death by his wife, Virginia, and by
countless medical records, Rivera Avilés’ wounds were extensive:
On August, 1953 Mr. Rivera was nearly killed and grievously
wounded, while on maneuvers, by the explosion of a missile. He was wounded
and mutilated in his right leg, left leg, and following an amputation lost the
left forearm and arm above the elbow joint. He also suffered a cardiac arrest
while undergoing the operation for those wounds. He wore a prosthesis of the
left upper extremity during the remainder of his life. He was also unable to
perform any movement with the right foot as the ankle was fixed at 90°. He
was forced to drive (had always use to) a specially fitted automobile to
compensate for the infirmities listed above. His right inferior extremity had
marked hyposthesis, hypoalgesia and anesthesia in areas of scarring below the
knee. He suffered in addition, permanent edema and loss of mass of his right
leg. According to Mrs. Castillo where he also had residual metal fragments
from the explosion. Mr. Rivera was classified, and always remained with a
100% service-connected disability.
The latter occurred when he was barely 21 years old. During his post-war
hospitalization, a family in San Francisco came across his name on the list of
wounded soldiers published in the local paper. They happened to share his last name.
Basing their decision on this coincidental link, they took him into their home and help
him initiate his university studies in San Mateo College where, in 1958, he obtained
an Associate degree in Arts. Throughout his life, Rivera Avilés claimed that the
resuscitation after his short-lived death in the San Francisco hospital brought him to
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life as a poet. This narration helped him separate his self-made post-war identity from
his pre-war experiences. Being a poet was synonymous with having agency and
control over his life, yet even as he romanticized his being a poet in the post-war
present, this newfound identity was performed through a poetry of nostalgia for a prewar past in which his body was whole and his relationship to the land, intact.
Poetry additionally provided a way for him to ground his class identity in the
working-class world of his early youth. Since his access to a criollo culture was the
direct or indirect product of the war, and his participation in the army was a direct
product of economic necessity, Rivera Avilés disindentified with a Romantic tradition
for whom the poet was a visionary, in so far as he maintained proximity to the
“people” from his town. He saw himself as corporally scarred by his poverty, destined
to carry it in his body as physically visible (the loss of an arm) or invisible (pieces of
grenade permanently stuck in his leg and post-traumatic stress disorder) physical pain.
As a result, he was able to occupy the space without and within lettered culture. His
writing is an attempt at reconstructing a past self through the prosthesis of a writing
only his present self could create. He envisioned himself as a working-class subject
through poems that re-enacted narratives about his origins, while participating in a
literary discourse that was still inaccessible to most people from Humatas.
His early works include three poetry books: Nostalgia (1957), Abandonos
(1958), and the unpublished typewritten manuscript El Pueblo Obscuro y una puerta
la jardín (unknown date). Many of the elements that would form part of his later book
— Cuaderno de tierra y hombre (1974) — were already present in El Pueblo
Obscuro. The epigraph that opens both books is the same: two verses by Pablo
Neruda, that speak of the earth’s sadness. El Pueblo Obscuro also contains an early
version of the poem “Añoranza”. In this version, the verses are typewritten as follows:
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Through the air rowed thick words,
the voice of the guitar would jump between girls,
the maracas gossiped,
the güiro giving out charged laughs.23
In the later version, the “thick words” become “loose words”, the guiro
becomes an “old man arched with laughter” and the “maracas” disappear to make
room for a longer verse. The organization of the verses on the page changes as well.
In the earlier version of the poem “Humatas”, the poetic voice pleas with
greater strength that the barrio allow him to remember it “just a little while longer”. In
the earlier version of “Carmen Dolores”, the town is “small”. Much of the conflict
between the poetic voice and the town’s “smallness” disappears over the
approximately twenty years that separate these books. Many of the verses in El
Pueblo Oscuro have been indented, suggesting a willingness to play with the
relationship between verses, and between text and page, which seems lost in the later
edition.
Nostalgia includes a great deal of poems that Rivera Avilés would exclude
from Cuaderno. Rather than eliminate or edit poems he thought unworthy of
publication, he simply crossed them out in their entirety, but left them in their place
within the book. The result is a series of permissions, prohibitions, traces of a
struggle, evidence of a pained relationship with and against the writing. Ten out of
fourteen poems didn’t make the cut.
During this period, he also wrote a good deal of poetry and prose in English.
Some of this writing was assigned as part of his university education. Other pieces

23

Por el aire bogaban palabras gruesas,
la voz de la guitarra saltaba entre las mozas,
chismeaban las maracas,
y el güiro despedía risotadas cargadas.
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seemed explorations of a language he had originally been exposed to as part of his
military training:
I walk over maps during nights. Always alone, just with my
understanding and my time, honestly living. Then I feel free of my skin, of my
spaces, of the body I have to carry around daily.
I live near the railroad tracks, so the trains that come and go during the
high nights carry me everywhere. I never close the windows, for I enjoy
discovering the emerging of the trains as they appear slowly growing in the
silence, until they assassinate it with thunderous impetus, and then leave again
dying peacefully along the perspective of my ears.
A life near the “emerging” trains transports the poetic voice by bringing
journeying into immobile location. Inviting the movement of the trains through their
sounds, the speaker also invites the movement of the words into the body he has to
“carry around daily”. The trains’ powerful “impetus” contrasts with the weight
created, not just by the body, but also by the routine of the present, the dead weight of
the “daily” life. Whatever his relationship with English during this period, Rivera
Avilés never stopped writing in Spanish, until he finally abandoned the project of
writing in any other language.
After graduating, he decided to travel through Mexico as an independent
journalist and writer. Records of this period are sparse, but the call of Humatas was
strong enough to bring him back to Puerto Rico in search of the “dark” and “small”
town of his memory. What he found may not have matched his memories, but he did
everything in his power to create the idyllic jíbaro life he envisioned. On July 23,
1960, he married Virginia, a girl from his hometown. They formed a family, and had
five children. He got a job at the nearby Mayagüez Campus of the University of
Puerto Rico, and he sought a home where he could live surrounded by fields and
mountains.
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Yet he continued to write melancholic poems haunted nostalgia and the
painful physical and psychological scars inflicted by the war. One record describes
the symptoms he suffered daily:
1. Acute post-traumatic stress syndrome
2. Chronic post-traumatic stress syndrome
3. Chronic neuropathy and chronic pain.
4. Right foot drop
5. Chronic stasis of his right leg and foot
6. Pressure ulcer
7. Chronic pain
8. All consequent mental affection that necessarily occur following any
amputation of any limb
When asked in an interview what would happen if Rivera Avilés did not “use
alcohol at bedtime”, Virginia stated that he “suffered nightmares and insomnia.” He
assumed a body of resistance. He negotiated his missing arm, wittily rewrote his pain
through humor. Strength, overperformance, survival, hypermasculinity, and drinking,
were all ways to deal with the pain. Where did the poems fit? Were these also
rewritings? They seemed to occupy a space precariously related to the body, a space
that intersected past and present, and a continual otherness. The poetry holds all this
history and its denial.
An example of the dislocated relationship between the way Rivera Avilés
envisioned his life and the poetry can be found in his
notebook/diary/calendar/appointment book, which I have provisionally titled 1963,
since this is the year he began to use it for a variety of purposes. The diary begins
with a series of quotidian descriptions listing parties, people, and errands. Some of the
entries become more and more melancholic. The entry dated Monday, January 21 (no
year), begins with the words “terrible day” and ends with the following description:
“Everything is an amalgam of grim and lackluster afflictions. This bodes ill; I know
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something will occur that will not be to my benefit–God free me of this life that is so
rancid, so bitter.”24
This entry is followed by two one-sentence descriptions of events. These antientries are neither reminders nor narrations. What could have been gained by noting
the day he began fixing the house or the day he visited a friend? Why are so many
pages left blank? These are some of the many markers of Rivera-Aviles’s ongoing but
irregular concern with memory, loss and temporality.
As the diary progresses, the entries turn into annotations and reminders. Often
debts have been jotted down accompanied by dates that contradict the journal’s
printed entry date. Even these are plagued by “doubt”. The following entry contains
two dates since the first has not been crossed out:
Doubt: $100.00 in my favor
Tuesday, JANUARY 29
29th day–336 days to come
–Enero 1989–
I owe DP$500.00 plus $22.00
of the $150 he gave me for shopping–25
Does the first annotation correspond to the first date? By placing it above the
date did he hope to make it more noticeable, more urgent?
There are also various descriptions of the quantity of work or rest he had done
during the day, but no specific descriptions of the work itself. Work could consist of
errands, teaching, physical labor, writing, or any number of unknown activities.

24

Todo una amalgama de aflicciones torvas y deslucidas. Esto va mal; sé que algo va a ocurrir que no
será para mi bien–Dios me libre de esta vida tan agria, tan rancia.
25
Duda: $100.00 en mi favor
Tuesday, JANUARY 29
29th day–336 days to come
Le debo a DP $500.00 mas $22.00
de los $150 que me dio para compra–
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Sparing in details, spreading his writing across the small page until the letters become
indistinguishable, the exercise of writing seems to serve a randomized function. The
irregularity of the entries suggest it was not a consistent source of relief or reminder,
and the writing points to something beyond any functionality:
Sunday, FEBRUARY 3
34th Day–331 days to come
All day resting- Although
I worked a bit in
the morning
It rained a lot26
The broken words and the handwriting create line breaks. Rather than
introducing the reason for his “resting” all day at the beginning of the entry, the first
two statements seem to lead up to the rain, cause and mood that permeates the entire
day.
It is at this point that the poem entries begin. These no longer refer to acts that
took place in the recent past, but seem like first drafts written in the dairy because of
its physical accessibility rather than according to any organizational principle. Did he
just happen to have the notebook near him that day?
The days left blank; the refusal to use accurate dates; the insistence on
correcting the book’s ordained structure; the practicality; the uselessness; the scarcity;
and the excess, all relate non-linearly. What seem to be contradictions are in transition
towards no center or no end. Similarly, there is no direct relation between Rivera
Avilés’ daily dealings and his poems, but there is also no exclusivity. They relate
without reducibility.

26

Todo el día descansando- Aunque trabajé un poco en
la mañana
Llovió mucho
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In 1974, Rivera Avilés won the Premio Ventana for Cuaderno de tierra y
hombre, in which earth/land (“tierra”) and man (“hombre”) are made w(hole) again.
Like 1963, the dates in which the poems were composed are unclear, though the
subtext indicates they were written somewhere from (1956-1973), and it includes
poems that date back to his early works. They are joined in the dedication by the
themes that reappear throughout his work: “To Humatas—passion of the past;/ To my
wife and children—passion of the present;/ To the future--passion of Poetry;/ To the
Earth—passion without time.” Humatas—the barrio he grew up in before enlisting in
the U.S. Navy—and poetry stood outside the realm of the present, each one step away
from the elemental wholeness for which he strove and which permeated his work: the
earth/land.
His poem “Humatas” from Cuaderno inverts the journey from the country to
the city, by bringing the lost youth of his barrio into the present, like a recovered
memory. Invoking a shared life, the speaker asks a personified Humatas to allow him
to romanticize their now estranged relationship:
…And your gaze, green for all of time,
(when you opened hands made of birds and flowers
and the goats bit the dew’s screams).
Then you’d be about twelve years old, Humatas,
and my feet followed the tracks of paths and rivers
and your mountain’s laps filled my nails with color.
That tender and wild country touch
where the hicaco spoke such a pure language
and the corn gave up its yellow teeth
in dethroned laughter on jíbara skirts.
This drought will be long, thought the compradres,
and drank their dark-skinned coffee in light jatacas).
Woe is me and your memory—
your nights full of lanterns and peaceful hammocks
under a lukewarm moon bringing forth hordes of roosters.
It was to know you like that. Barrio of deep rumors,
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with a smell of stoves falling asleep in their ashes
and a perfume of fruits bursting on branches.
While amidst the thickness a gargling bird
Disrobed the coffee plantation of its reign of grains.
It was to know you like that,
when the step of nocturnal spirits entered—
adventure and night holding hands—
through the then clear slits in my soul.
And now that I think of you after so many harvests,
are you still, Humatas, a basket of stories
under the smoky quinqué and the roof without platform?
What happened to those paths of clay or yielding dust,
when the lock of hair spoke of those in love
who returned late from dances or rosaries?
Ancient, almost gone, Barrio,
where I ran with my jíbaro tastes
and my hands pregnant with pajuil and guayabos.
Could I ever forget the neighbor’s scream
who, miles away—from mountain to mountain—
screamed that the cow broke through the fence?
Humatas—old Barrio
who knows my heritage and my naked feet
climbing pana trees and leaping over ravines.
Leave me a little while, remembering your tenderness:
when you knew me, so free in your mountains,
disturbing wasps and singing aguinaldos.
Leave me a little while, Humatas—
Barrio that now has me
so far from your breast and embittered with city.27 (13-15)
27

…Y tu mirada verde para todos los días
(cuando se abrían tus manos de pájaros y flores
y las cabras mordían los gritos del rocío).
Entonces tú tendrías doce años, Humatas,
y mis pies rastreaban tus veredas y ríos
y tus jaldas mis uñas llenaban de colores.
Cariño aquel y campo
donde el hicaco hablaba un idioma tan puro
y el maíz entregaba sus amarillos dientes
en destronada risa sobre jíbaras faldas.
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In the last stanza, it becomes clear that the speaker is in the city. The place and
date at the bottom of the poem indicate that it was written while Rivera Avilés was
attending San Mateo College in 1956. It is not clear if the speaker is referring to San
Mateo itself as the “city,” since San Mateo in 1956 was hardly a city—unless we view
it as a city from the standpoint of Añasco, Puerto Rico—and Rivera Avilés had surely

(Será larga esta seca, pensaban los compadres,
y bebían café prieto en livianas jatacas).
Ay de mí y tu recuerdo—
tus noches de linternas y apacibles hamacas
bajo la tibia luna pariéndose de gallos.
Era saberte así. Barrio de hondos rumores,
con olor a fogones durmiéndose en cenizas
y perfume de frutos reventando en los ramos.
Mientras en la espesura un pájaro de gárgaras
desvestía al cafetal su poderío de granos.
Era saberte así,
cuando entraban los pasos de espíritus nocturnos—
la aventura y la noche cogidas de las manos—
por las entonces claras rendijas de mi alma.
Y ahora que te pienso después de tantas siembras,
¿sigues, Humatas, siendo un canasto de cuentos
bajo el quinqué ahumado y el techo sin tablado?
¿Qué de aquellos caminos de lodo o blando polvo,
cuando el mechón hablaba a los enamorados
que regresaban tarde de bailes o rosarios?
Antiguo, casi ido, Barrio,
por donde yo corría con mis jíbaros gustos
y las manos preñadas de pajuil y guayabos.
¿Acaso olvidaría el grito del vecino
que desde algunas millas—de montaña a montaña—
gritaba que la vaca se salió del cercado?
Humatas—viejo Barrio
que sabes de mi herencia y de mis pies descalzos
trepando palo’e panas y saltando barrancos.
Sólo un ratito déjame recordar tu cariño:
cuando me conociste tan libre por tus montes
alborotando avispas y cantando aguinaldos.
Sólo un ratito, Humatas—
Barrio que ahora me tienes
tan lejos de tu seno y de ciudad amargo.
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seen more than one city since joining the Navy. Here various temporalities and
locations are folded into the poem: the past in which the speaker and Humatas share a
youth; the present of memory in which the speaker is expressing nostalgia, which in
itself could be one of two presents—the present in which the poem is published (now
past) or the present that is 1956; the present in which the speaker is living in the city
of San Mateo; the present which is a present remembered in San Mateo in the year
1956, in which the speaker is living in series of cities that have blended into the
prepositional phrase “de ciudad.” This folding or delayed time near the end of the
poem is the moment in which trauma is enacted. Much like William Wordsworth’s
ode “Intimations of Immortality from Recollections of Early Childhood,” the loss of
childhood is accompanied by the trauma of awakening. During his studies at San
Mateo College, Rivera Avilés became familiar with Wordsworth, yet his relationship
to the English Romantic poet’s work is disidentificatory. There are no “jatacas” or
“hamacas” in Wordsworth’s bucolic scene just as there are no “cataracts blowing
trumpets” in Añasco. Both treat the earth as a mother, but while Wordsworth names
her explicitly saying she “has a mother’s mind,” Rivera Avilés never names her as
such, and in fact “barrio” is masculine, making Humatas’ sex ambiguous.
The inverted voyage of memory eventually circles back to the city where the
speaker is situated. Many of his poems end with the speaker experiencing
disillusionment and loss through a similar kind of re-embodiment. The speaker
returns from his voyage of memory to a wounded body that has been estranged from
the wholeness of the pre-sexed “earth.” Not only does he feel nostalgia for a lost
childhood, but also for the “ambiguity” of childhood that precedes a war that bound
him to masculinity.
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I believe we can use Cathy Caruth’s reading of the anecdote that Freud uses to
explain trauma to better understand “Humatas” and Rivera Aviles’ relationship to his
poetry. We can find the original anecdote in The Interpretation of Dreams:
A father had been watching beside his child’s sick-bed for days and
nights on end. After the child had died, he went into the next room to lies down,
but he left the door open so that he could see from his bedroom into the room in
which his child’s body was laid out, with tall candles standing round it. An old
man had been engaged to keep watch over it, and sat beside the body
murmuring prayers. After a few hours’ sleep, the father had a dream that his
child was standing beside his bed, caught him by the arm and whispered to him
reproachfully: “Father, don’t you see I’m burning?” He woke up, noticed a
bright glare of the light from the next room, hurried into it and found that the
old watchman had dropped off to sleep and that the wrappings and one of the
arms of his beloved child’s dead body had been burned by a lighted candle that
had fallen on them. (547-548)
Freud concludes that the dream delays the father’s waking in order to prolong
a fiction in which the child is still alive. As Caruth explains “The dream thus tells the
story of a father’s grief as the very relation of the psyche to reality: the dream, as a
delay, reveals the ineradicable gap between the reality of a death and the desire that
cannot overcome it except in the fiction of a dream” (95). In the dream, both the
fiction and reality can appear without difference, but in waking; it is the dream’s
delay that reveals the gap that creates difference.
Taking Freud’s observations further, Lacan points out that it is the father’s
desire to awaken that comes through the child and from within the dream. Caruth
takes up his focus on the desire to awaken—rather than the desire to prolong the
dream state—and calls this “a paradox about the necessity and impossibility of
confronting death” (100) She writes:
Waking up in order to see, the father discovers that he has once again
seen too late to prevent the burning. The relation between the burning within
and the burning without is thus neither a fiction (as in Freud’s interpretation)
nor a direct representation, but a repetition that reveals, in its temporal
contradiction, how the very bond of the father to the child—his responsiveness
to the child’s words—is linked to the missing of the child’s death. To awaken is
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thus precisely to awaken to one’s repetition of a previous failures to see in time.
(100)
Throughout his work, Rivera Avilés continually reenacts the moment of
awakening. If we read “Humatas” as a poetic event that reenacts an awakening, the
poet’s younger self would be the dying child; his invocation to Humatas is the child’s
cry, in which “Father, don’t you see I’m burning,” becomes “Ay de mi y tu recuerdo”;
the father is the poetic voice; and the temporal delay that allows for repetition is the
gap between the poem as a dream of a past that continues into the present in the form
of a whole, masculine subject unscathed by war, and the poem as an awakening to the
reality of a dead childhood. But more importantly, the poem reenacts the mistake of
not having foreseen how his enlistment in the navy would cause him to the
irrecoverable loss of his pre-sexual childhood.
Up to this point, I’ve been addressing the speaker as a universal, but this is
what Rivera Avilés worked against. Within a discourse in which impoverished
subjects were held up as things Heideggerian as such and examples of the failures of a
responsible criollo class, he disidentified with the universality of criollo subjectivity.
The ambiguous mulato became the criollo speaker and the thing as such was folded
into the criollo’s discourse. Through the folding, the book becomes the body he
cannot have as well as the fragmented body of the present. Still, he went further in
pointing at, not just the impossibility of total recuperation, but also how his own
access to discourse was mediated by and necessitated loss. As the mulato, disabled
veteran within an ableist, masculinist, racist discourse, his writing reproduced
difference in repetition. By pointing at the erasure of his childhood self he further
indicated that the child’s death became the prerequisite for his adult participation in
an exclusionary discourse.
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Rivera Avilés poetry, though it approximates the dream-like state, is not quite
a dream. It reenacts loss as a means of remembering more than a dead childhood and
brings to life a rootedness in a working-class politics that precedes his access to
literary discourse(s). His memory of a childhood in Humatas is bound to his active
anti-imperialism, his hatred of U.S. government funded wars, his refusal to identify
with a complicit criollo class, and his resistance to an ablest world that pathologized
him upon his return. In the temporal delay between the fiction of the dream and the
reality of loss, the poet enacts an awakening that is extends beyond nostalgia for a
rural childhood into a disidentificatory critique of power.
Robert McRuer’s Crip Theory is a text that has come to shape disability
studies, but using it as a framework for Rivera Avilés’ work has been difficult. How
do we decolonized crip theory? To decolonize crip, queer, feminist theory, we have to
move beyond the transhistorical universalizing frameworks of colonialism and
foreground crip voices from colonial contexts. We have to stop citing solely U.S.
queer and crip theorists and acknowledge that colonies are not just the grounds for
brown and black bodies-as-objects, but also speaking objects that are theorizing
through other means, following traditions in which literature, and in particular the
essay, is a site for theoretical work. In Rivera Avilés’ case, it is impossible to
understand his relationship to an able-bodied past without understanding the colonial
relationship between Puerto Rico and the United States, and the development of postWar masculinity.
If whiteness is a marker of fragility, penetrability, and vulnerability in a binary
in which blackness is the masculine, black, colonized body is always a threat, then
brownness and cripness becomes a site of queer crisis. The mulato become the
embodiment of the threat of the criping and queering of the black body, thereby
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threatening the static figure of the abject slave in Puerto Rican nationalist discourse.
The othered body threatened to misbehave, to be less other and more familiar. The
slave-master’s illegitimate son comes knocking at the door to ask for reparations and
recognition of violence of exclusion. He embodies the slavemaster’s desires for
blackness, the violence of those desires, and the appropriation of the master’s tools
(the Puerto Rican cultural nationalist literary tradition). The nationalist vision of the
great family is threatened with the penetration of outside forces, the master’s able
body is threatened by the vulnerability of the physically disabled veteran, a living
record of the imperial wars, forced by poverty and racism to serve in the colonizer’s
army, but also a speaking record of his own experience, his own navigation as a
disabled person, moving through an ableist, racist, colonial world.
Still, his conditional inclusion in the canon was to a certain extent permissible,
precisely because of his willingness to translate his pre-War, pre-literary experiences
into the proper Spanish of the Latin American lyric tradition. His use of words such as
“dethroned” (“destronada”) and “disturbing” (“alborotando”), belonged to the literary
discourse of his time, not to the young boy from Humatas who was about to enlist in
the Navy. The irony that permeates Rivera Avilés’ work, springs from an acute
bitterness with the cost of access to middle-class intellectual spheres. He saw his
disabilities as directly linked to this access. He had come to depend on his writing as a
prothesis that could help him gain access to a pre-wounded self, thereby developing a
contradictory and complex relationship to literature, one in which the literary was
both a prized portal to other possible worlds (including his past) and a shut-off
discourse only available to a few who had capital, or who, like himself, paid a high
entrance fee.
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On October 27, 1994, the man described by military officers as “a welldeveloped, thin Puerto Rican male who is alert and cooperative” died. The
government refused to adequately pay Virginia for the funeral and her living
expenses, leading to a legal battle, which she finally won. The lawsuit contains the
following description:
The mechanism of death was stated as: a chronic liver disease with all
the usual complications, secondary to ethanolism. The ethanolism was said to
have begun developing in 1954. That is shortly after the mutilating and
disabling systemic injuries the unrelenting mental anguish and the unabating
pain that he was to endure the rest of his life.
The controversy in this case developed because the department of
Veterans Affairs believed that the mechanism of death and the cause of death
were related to his ethanol consumption. It may have been that there was not
taken into account the residual Korean war acute and chronic post-traumatic
stress syndrome nor the residual physical and emotional dysfunction that
necessarily occurred in the life of this veteran. The impact of tremendous injury,
and wounds suffered, necessarily had to be considered as triggering and causing
residual chronic ethanolism. It appears, from the recorded history, that the VAH
did not treat the emotional condition of Mr. Rivera. His chronic leg ulcer, with
the underlaying ostecmyelitis, was treated most of the time as out patient. Such
condition was barely addressed for many years.
After winning innumerable prizes and extensive recognition, the dead man
was left to defend himself with a handful of official documents stamped and approved
by the same government that now called him a drunk. Instead of cashing in the
government check of $357.30 in order to pay for a traditional funeral, Virginia
decided to follow Rivera Avilés’ wishes. His body was cremated and in the funeral
procession marched up a hill to scatter his ashes over the mountains overlooking
Humatas.
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CHAPTER 3
The Book as an Open Womb: The Radical Vulnerability of Loss in Fierce and
Tender Animal (Animal fiero y tierno)

Paternalism in Puerto Rican Poetry

Juan Gelpí’s Literatura y paternalismo en Puerto Rico is a crucial text for
understanding cultural nationalism’s foundation in what Gelpí calls a “paternalist”
literature that valued prose, especially the novel, over poetry. Although his critique is
fundamental to many of the arguments I make in this dissertation, I differ
significantly from Gelpí on a few points, specifically when addresses the poetic
production of the Generation of the Seventies (Generación del Setenta)28, which he
envisions as breaking radically from this paternalist tradition. In the chapter titled
“‘La casa en ruinas’ o la crisis del canon: Marqués, Ramos Otero, Ferré y Vega,”29 he
argues that Marqués’ metaphor of the house as a nation comes to ruins with three
counter-canonical writers: Rosario Ferré, Ana Lydia Vega y Manuel Ramos Otero.
According to Gelpí, this paternalist canon stands in opposition to “any type of
dispersion, dislocation, or disintegration; usually by invoking a rhetoric that points to
an origin or nostalgic and utopic common ground” (136). There are two apparent
problems with this argument. The first is that it relies on the assumption that if such a
canon stands in opposition to these characteristics, then these characteristics are
always in themselves anti-canonical. “Dispersion, dislocation or disintegration” could
describe any series of things from a Benjaminian flâneur’s engagement with the city,
to reactions to trauma, to neoliberalism’s expansion tactics, not all of which stand in

28
29

Generation of the Seventies
“‘The House in Ruins’ or the Crisis of the Canon: Marqués, Ramos Otero, Ferré and Vega”
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opposition to a paternalist Puerto Rican canon in the same way, for the same reasons,
or at all. A counterargument might be that Gelpí goes on to show just how Ferré,
Vega and Ramos Otero enact these dispersions, dislocations or disintegrations and
that his close readings of their work serve to show how they, in commonality, stand
against the canon. Though I wouldn’t disregard this possibility, this would still define
their writing in relation to the canon, not as a way outside of it. Caught in a counterdiscursive bind, their work would be defined by its opposition to the canon.
The second problem with Gelpí’s argument is that he himself is defining these
works according to the limits placed on them by cultural nationalism. He does not
take into account the role-played by literary movements inspired by anti-imperialist
nationalist movements during the Cold War. As Jean Franco argues in The Decline &
Fall of the Lettered City, “It was not the realist novel but poetry that came to represent
the utopian hopes of the communist Left. There is a strong tradition of visionary
poetry in Spanish in which the poet assumes the role of prophet and seer” (72). The
two examples she gives are Pedro Mir’s Countersong to Walt Whitman (1952) and
Pablo Neruda’s Canto General (1950). In other words, even while the Generation of
the Seventies may seemly stand in opposition a cultural nationalist Puerto Rican
literary canon, it does not stand in opposition to a new Latin-American canon that
comes with its own paternalistic limitations.
The Generation of the Seventies was a generation that wrote during an era in
which Puerto Rico had already experienced the radical changes of the 50s and 60s, a
long way away from the development of cultural nationalism. Between Pedreira’s
Insularism (Insularismo) and Fierce and Tender Animal (Animal fiero y tierno),
cultural nationalism had suffered political mitosis. One form of cultural nationalism
had gone from being an ideology that advocated that there could be no true
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independence without the guidance of a criollo caste, to an official policy sponsored
by a colonial government run on a populist platform. While the “we” of the
Generation of the Thirties referred exclusively to a civil society primarily composed
of white landowning criollos, the “we” of populist governor Luis Muñoz Marín’s
cultural nationalism included workers whose lives had been affected by the
modernization of Puerto Rico, and the Keynesian, Roosevelt-inspired project
Operation Bootstrap.
Despite the obvious differences between these two types of cultural
nationalism, the implementation of cultural nationalism as a state-backed colonial
policy would not have been possible without the collaboration of writers such as René
Marqués who sustained an oppositional relation to Muñoz Marín’s government on
paper, but were more than willing to collaborate with the newly established colonial
government by working for governmental entities such as the The Department of
Public Instruction (Departamento de Instrucción Pública) and participating in
government sponsored educational campaigns. The ex-landowners had gone on to
become part of San Juan’s new urban sprawl, a professional class and for whom
inclusion in a colonial government may have seemed like one step closer to complete
inclusion in the United States, or, conversely, the complete autonomy of the state
from U.S. imperialism.
For this class, Muñoz Marín’s version of cultural nationalism represented both
the threat and the promise of inclusion. On the one hand, inclusion was threatening
because inclusionary reforms hinged on Puerto Rico’s continual economic and
political dependence on the United States, and participatory inclusion would
eventually amount to nothing but acquiescence to colonialism. On the other hand,
populist state-sponsorship gave writers such as Marqués legitimacy and resources that
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many found hard to pass up. They saw it as an opportunity to temporarily work within
the bounds of institutions while advocating for their eventual demise, and to rehearse
leadership and rehearse the formation of an autonomous culture. This was in keeping
with the Generation of the Thirties’s vision of Puerto Rican culture that would
precede and set the stage for national independence.
Cultural nationalism’s most radical anti-imperialist claims would soon be
declawed as it became harder and harder for the Puerto Rican intelligentsia to
distinguish between good and bad forms of cultural nationalism without admitting
that there existed competing definitions of “Puerto Ricanness” within the colony’s
bounds. This was especially difficult because of this class’s unwillingness to look at
its own exclusionary foundations. Like the Generation of the Thirties that preceded
them, writers like Marqués would turn with nostalgia to an idealized past and use it to
prop up a utopia model in opposition to the modernization on which their own
livelihoods were now dependent, way before they would ever be willing to question
their own positionalities.30
It would take a new group of writers in the late 1960s and early 1970s to
openly challenge cultural nationalism’s hegemony. Ana Lydia Vega, Manuel Ramos
Otero, Ángela María Dávila, and others initially entered literature’s exclusive boy’s
club through literary journals such as Guajana. Inspired by populist movements
taking place throughout Latin America—such as the Cuban revolution and its
primarily nationalist brand of socialism—they challenged an old guard’s definition of
“Puerto Ricanness” as white, straight and male. However, the extent of this challenge
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Catherine Marsh Kennerley writes about this extensively in “La promoción del cincuenta y la
División de Educación de la Comunidad” saying the following about Marqués: Fue sumamente crítico
de la política muñocista y del occidentalismo promulgado por el rector Jaime Benítez en la Universidad
de Puerto Rico. Aunque trabajaba para el Departamento de Instrucción Pública, se permitía criticar—y
en ocasiones caricaturizar—libremente las políticas sobre el vernáculo y la enseñanza de la historia de
Puerto Rico (515).
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has often been overstated and the writers that have been associated with the
Generación del Sesenta have been homogenized. Like Marqués they often published
through the auspices of cultural nationalist institutions such as the Institute of Puerto
Rican Culture (Instituto de Cultura Puertorriqueña) and the The University of Puerto
Rico (Universidad de Puerto Rico). They inherited an ambivalent relationship to the
patronage of the Free Associated State or Commonwealth of Puerto Rico (Estado
Libre Asociado), and added an enamourment with the popular that, though influenced
by the anti-intellectual intellectualism of Latin American populist movements, also
borrowed much from the muñocista cultural nationalism that many of these writers
publicly denounced.
They continued believing in “the awesome task of being a guarantor of the
existence of [their] culture” with the added pressure of full representation that
characterizes populism. In erasing their own positions of privilege, they also created a
uniform vision of the Puerto Rican people that romanticized abjection. Moreover, in
trying to rescue a Puerto Rican dialect, writers such as Josérramon “Che” Melendes,
strove to incorporate popular orality into literary discourse in ways that would often
uphold the binary they critiqued, obfuscating the ways in which their own access to
institutions, cultural capital, and the circulation of representation differed from the
“people” they ventriloquized.
Many studies have been dedicated to critiquing cultural nationalism’s
foundation as an exclusionary discourse, yet few of these studies examined the
interplay of interests that led to the endurance of cultural nationalism’s legacy,
namely the relationship between the state-sponsored version of cultural nationalism
and its—also state-sponsored— seemingly more radical variants within Puerto Rican
literature. The very writers whose critiques of colonialism would seem to be most
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invested in the destruction of a complicit colonial government have played a key role
in the defense of institutions funded by such a government. These writers’ investment
in such institutions was both economic and discursive and a participatory inclusionary
model founded on the exclusion of those who do not possess the requisite symbolic
capital has served as the dominant framework. Fierce and Tender Animal (Animal
fiero y tierno) is not offered as counter-examples, but rather as an in which a writer
typically excluded from this discourse pointed at its exclusionary character from
within.

Women in Puerto Rican literature

In 1971, the U.S. feminist Gloria Steinem visited Puerto Rico and gave a talk
on women’s liberation. Her physical appearance became the focal point for a series of
attacks sparked by the political split between anti-feminist leftists and those fighting
for women’s liberation within the left. The fact that she was “blond, straight-haired,
long-legged, and only spoke English”, and that she openly supported communist
organizations and advocated for the independence of Puerto Rico, made her the target
of nationalist attacks that characterized left-wing feminism as a U.S. import.31 Within
and without leftist organizations, it was argued that “bourgeois ideology fomented a
false image of women’s liberation”, and that “the moral conception of the bourgeoisie
led to a lack of moderation and even wantonness”.32 The women’s movement itself
developed along the dividing line between those feminists who believed that women
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My translation: “Su apariencia física representaba el estereotipo de la mujer blanca norteamericana:
era rubio, de cabellos lacios, piernas largas, y hablaba sólo inglés.” (Kebler 42)
32
My translation: Según el paradigma que se describe arriba, el capitalismo y la ideología burguesa
fomentaban una imagen falsa de la liberación femenina: la imagen de la mujer que se libera al
consumir productos vanos e innecesarios y la mujer como mercancía sexual. Más aún, los ‘valores
estéticos y morales’ que promovía la ideología burguesa eran los de la ‘norteamericana blanca, rubio,
esbelta y provocadora’. Argumentaba que la concepción moral de la burguesía conducía a la falta de
moderación y hasta al desenfreno sexual. (49)
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should organize in separate organizations regardless of their political stance on the
colonial status of Puerto Rico, such as Woman Integrate Now (Mujer Intégrate
Ahora), and those such as the Federation of Puerto Rican Women (Federación de
Mujeres Puertorriqueñas), an organization that worked alongside workers’ unions
and within socialist and nationalist parties, who believed that the concerns of
working-class, Puerto Rican women could not be reconciled with those of middleclass or bourgeois feminists (Kebler 51-56).
The conflictive relation between women’s liberation movements in Puerto
Rico and those in the U.S. also relates to the history of state-sponsored imperialist
sterilization that took place during the 1930s. In 1934, the Federal Emergency
Management Agency, opened clinics in order to offer free contraceptives for women.
José S. Belaval and others formed the Association For Maternal and Infant Health in
Puerto Rico (Associación Pro Salud Maternal e Infantil de Puerto Rico). This
organization believed that poor working-class women were incapable of
understanding how to use contraceptives, and supported the use of non-consensual
sterilization as an alternative. More than 14,000 women were sterilized during this
period (99-100). In 1973, when the debate regarding Roe vs. Wade began, Puerto
Rican pro-choice feminists were often associated with past supporters of this
sterilization project, despite that fact that they had been the first to argue that the
central issue in both cases was a woman’s right to make decisions regarding her own
body (101).
Despite distrust regarding the importation of feminism, during the 1970s many
important women’s rights reforms were passed such as the introduction of labor laws
that explicitly penalized discrimination and sexual harassment (Kebler 40-41). These
gains were the product of feminist struggles that engaged with and contested leftist
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organizations that fought for the economic and political independence of Puerto Rico
from the United States.
We should take note of the impact the Cuban revolution had on feminist
struggles within organizations. Jonathan C. Dettman describes the revolutionary ideal
of the New Woman (“Nueva Mujer”):
It should also be noted that the 90s mark the crisis of what might be
considered the female counterpart of the New Man. The Cuban Women’s
Federation, or FMC, although it would describe its mission in somewhat
different terms, for years promoted what in the US would be described as a
second-wave feminist project, fighting for women’s right to equal work
opportunities and pay, and attempting to combat a patriarchal system that
enforces a second-shift. Movies like Portrait of Teresa (1979) dramatize this
struggle, depicting a noble, hard-working woman (portrayed by Daisy
Granados, wife of director Pastor Vega) whose lazy husband expects her to be
home at certain hours, to do all the cooking, cleaning, child-rearing, etc. (169170)
The literary subculture in Puerto Rico was also dominated by a patriarchal
discourse, but was not the site of the same gender struggles that characterized the left.
Often times the same one or two women, usually Julia de Burgos and Lola Rodríguez
de Tío, would be held up as examples of female voices, without making mention of
gender inequalities within literary circles. In anthological introductions, the lack of
women writers was often attributed to a patriarchal society from which the writers of
anthologies conveniently excluded themselves. However, as Ivette López Jiménez
notes in her article “Julia de Burgos: el talante vanguardista” Julia de Burgos, and
women in general, were excluded from the literary men’s clubs where male poets
would often meet:
The poet situates herself in the vanguard of the political movements of this
decade at the same time that she assumes the public voice that women could and
often didn’t access. […] All we need do is look at the names Diego Padró lists
of those who composed one of the literary circles at the end of the 1920s to
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conclude that these were male spaces, that additionally were fundamental for
access to literary spaces. (133-134)33
Male poets also had a dominant presence in anthologies. A cursory look at the
ratio of female to male poets included in four of the most significant anthologies
published before 1976, reveals the workings of canonical exclusion: Complete
Anthology of Puerto Rican Poets: Volume III The New Poets (Antología completa de
poetas puertorriqueños: Tomo III Los nuevos), which contains 2 women to 9 men;
Puerto Rican Poetry: An Anthology for Children (Poesía puertorriqueña: antología
para niños), which contains 9 women to 93 men; Criticism and Anthology of Puerto
Rican Poetry (Crítica y antología de la poesía puertorriqueña: Primer Congreso de
la poesía puertorriqueña) , which contains 6 women to 30 men; New Puerto Rican
Poetry (Poesía nueva puertorriqueña), which contains 6 women to 30 men.
Another indication of canonical exclusion is the method by which the
anthologized female poets were discursively framed. The Puerto Rican writer Ana
Lydia Vega parodies the phrases used by critics to describe female writers:
If you choose to stay at home, in other words, to look through your
grandmother’s chest and see if you can find some fallopian relics, to the intimist
tunes of a Puchi Palseiro bolero, macho critics (if they even bother) will dispose
of your work with little phrases like ‘fine sensibility, ‘soft lyricism,’ ‘cordiality
of tone,’ with which you can rest assured that no one will want to read your
work. (96)34
Luis A. Rosario Quiles’ introduction to New Puerto Rican Poetry is an
example of a typical description of a Puerto Rican “poetisa”. After extensively
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My translation: Con este gesto literario la poeta se ubica en la vanguardia de los movimientos
políticos de esa década a la vez que asume la voz pública a la que no podían ni solían acceder las
mujeres. […] Basta con repasar los nombres que menciona de Diego Padró de los integrantes de una de
las tertulias de finales de la década de 1920 para concluir que se trataba de espacios masculinos, que
además eran fundamentales para acceder el espacio literario.
34
My translation: Si optas por quedarte en casa, es decir, por rebuscar en el baúl de abuela a ver qué
reliquias falopianas encuentras, a los acordes intimistas de un bolero de Puchi Balseiro, la crítica
macha (si se molesta) despacha a tu trabajo con frasecitas tipo ‘fina sensibilidad’, ‘suave lirismo’,
‘cordialidad del tono’, con lo cual puedes estar segura de que a nadie le van a dar ganas de leerte.
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speaking about the poet José María Lima, Quiles mentions that Lima wrote Homenaje
al Ombligo and, as an afterthought, adds that Ángela María Dávila was the book’s
second author.35 Quiles describes the poetry written in Anthology of Young Poets as
dominated by “the amorous disquiet that is typical of the poetry of adolescent female
writers” He praises Dávila for her “quality of fortitude which is unusual amidst our
female poets”. In this narrative of influence, her appropriation of a masculine voice is
the contagious byproduct of her proximity to Lima. As “his woman”, she was able to
write her first full poetry book and thus liberated herself of this “adolescent” and
“female” urge to write love poems. Quiles overlooks the fact that both Lima and
Dávila share many of the same thematic concerns. They often returned to images such
as the spiral, the footprint, and the ocean, none of which can been subsumed under the
categories of “amorous disquiet” or “fortitude.”

Fierce and Tender Animal (Animal fiero y tierno)

I inherited a copy of Fierce and Tender Animal (Animal fiero y tierno), from
my grandfather, the poet Sotero Rivera Avilés. It was part of a literary patrimony that
ended with my queer, trans, infertile body: una hoja de yagrumo. Along with it came
a mythology: stories upon stories about a working-class brown man who was
wounded and almost died fighting for the country that colonized us, and came back to
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My translation: Lima publicó en 1966, junto con su mujer, la poetisa Ángela María Dávila, el libro
más importante del año. Pero el Homenaje al ombligo pasó desapercibido por la crítica, como suele
suceder. En el Homenaje ambos dan y a la vez guardan, una confesión en cada línea. Un secreto similar
en virtud de una convivencia y una opinión poética común. Ángela María Dávila nació en 1944 y
corresponde, a los fines de la distinción hecha en este ensayo, a la promoción posterior de poetas que
eran universitarios para 1963, pero nos parece acertado decir en este espacio que fue seleccionado para
la Antología de jóvenes poetas publicada por el Instituto de Cultura Puertorriqueña en 1965. En ésta se
nos presenta una poesía de inquietud amorosa típica de las poetisas–de los poetas–adolescentes. Se
vislumbra una cualidad de fortaleza no usual en nuestras poetisas. Y, en el Homenaje al ombligo,
Ángela no titubea ni está con rodeos. La inclinación sentimental aparece con una madurez que aporta
valor a su oficio. (31)
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Puerto Rico a disabled poet. These were stories about the diaspora, return to a
homeland, the building of a nuclear family, and the dreamt reconstruction of a
fragmentary masculinity. They came to define poetry as a daunting project, a male,
cis and heterosexual greatness born out of struggle. Poetry was the nation, the
revolutionary figure that bore the collective burden, as he cut open a path towards the
river.
Fierce and Tender Animal (Animal fiero y tierno) was the river itself, the
lizards, the moss, the mulch, everything outside that lineage and somehow part of a
story I’d never heard. It took place simultaneously, in the same, now unrecognizable,
forest, and was about those of us who were left outside of poetry’s greatness, but
embraced by poetry’s diminutive anonymities. Published by queAse in 1977, this was
Ángela María Dávila’s (Anjelamaría Dávila) second poetry book, but the first book
she wrote without her husband, the poet José María Lima; yet, this statement is in
some ways misleading, since the book continually undermines her authorial role,
attributing its production to the voices of countless poets, political figures, family
members, and unnamed sources, making it impossible to conscribe it within narratives
of continuity or rupture. Written during the years in which she gave birth to and began
raising her son, it offers him, her, and the readers an alternative to what Juan Gelpí
has called Puerto Rico’s “paternalist” literary discourse.
The book’s skin is composed of permeable boundaries or “frontera[s] con el
aire” (“frontier[s] with the air”) that demarcate but do not exclude. Multiple voices
echo within its intermittent frame, where the reader must choose whether to
participate by lingering in the lacunas of shadowy, wet places, dark niches where the
crying begins even before the crier can be named. There, the answerer—who is not a
principal voice but an open subject that is searching for her “lineage” (“estirpe”)—
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learns to make alliances, responding to hostile voices through hopscotched
multiplicity. To be of the book is to become the nameless animal that lives between
signs, and to assume the precariousness of an identity that is always becoming
through the shared anonymity of collective loss.
Dávila’s book twists and thrashes with the ecstatic quotidian, the affect and
energy of change that cannot be contained by unities of subject or nation. By
intermittently responding, and refusing to respond, to the imperative to write within
the conscribed limits of proper meaning, it destabilizes the readers’ relation to
signification, and invites them to exist in the spaces that are in between recognizable
discourses.
Although it performs within a Latin American Avant-Garde lyrical tradition, it
also perfoms a Glissantian Opacity (Poetics of Relation), a resistance to prescribed
models of signification, which continually enacts the silences that precede,
accompany, and exceed discourses. This performance of opacity conditions a new
mode of cohabitation within the book’s intermittent frame. By resisting legibility and
enacting silence, its members re-experience histories of loss and estrangement, to
rephrase Dávila’s words: their many solitudes, when founded and fused, compose
companionship.
I will attempt to preemptively short-circuit any reading that depicts the empty
space of the book’s “abyss” (Glissant 5-9) and its Motian (w)hole as a site for the
production of logocentric signification. Instead, I offer a reading that sanctions the
blasphemous and de-sanctifies and re-sanctifies the womb. The book’s universe of
desire is also a desiring universe, and motherhood and the eroticism of everyday life
are not mutually exclusive. The porosity of poetic gestation, as enlivened in Fierce
and Tender Animal (Animal fiero y tierno), is also the porosity of de-subjectification
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through the excess of pleasure. The book makes and comes, giving birth to the
nothingness of arrebato as well as the somethingness of an open subject that in turn
will gestate an arrebato of its own.
In lieu of selecting poems as synecdochal examples of an overarching telos,
this reading concentrates on the book’s cover and initial pages and argues that they
expose the body-mind binary to limitless precarities, by decentering its center. The
decentered womb of the introduction spirals outward in Glissantean “fibrils” (Glissant
5). The playful excessiveness of this centered center is the collapsed intensity of a
twisting sun, a spiraling projection, whose every turn is a new unfolding.
Permeability begins before the book, on its very skin, where the page meets
the air. On the lower right-hand corner of the yellow cover, a small circle has been
cut, through which one can see the center of a spiral. This image will recur as a fossil,
a hurricane, a nautilus shell, a fingerprint, and a sun. Both Dávila and Lima identified
as Marxists and the image evokes the spiral of the Hegelian dialectic. Additionally,
the spiral is governed by the golden ratio, the Pythagorean model for a rational and
harmonious universe, which, as Charles Seife points out, excludes the unruly zero
since “the act of taking a ratio with zero in it would seem to defy nature” and would
subsequently “punch a hole in the neat Pythagorean order of the universe [my
emphasis]” (35).
Dávila introduces these two models of harmonious correspondence, and in the
same move punches a hole, through which the readers can reach and leave the spiral.
This (w)hole is the eye of the hurricane, around which History’s linearity twists,
leaving a t(r)ail of fragmented histories, missing pieces, inkless blanks.
If one chooses to enter the fierce and tender animal, one must pass through the
tunnel-like hole into the wholeness of the womb, by opening the yellow cover and
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moving onto the blue page. On this blue page lies the spiral and an isolated verse:
“UN SOL AZUL.” Like the sun whose center is an infinitely collapsing point, the
comma that follows the blue sun/son suggests interminable continuity. It opens out of
the previous verse towards another that relates back to, but varies from, the original,
like a curved fragment of the spiral. The dark sun/son is both a lack and a source of
light. Dávila puns upon the Spanish expression “dar a luz,” that if taken figuratively
means “to give birth”, but if taken literally can mean “to give to light”. Here the
gestation of lack is the work of the womb, in which the subject is made (w)hole. To
give to both language and language-as-being (to light) is to gestar36, yet by creating
into the womb, Dávila inverts the progressive timeline. Made to face a blue sun/son in
a backwards birth, the readers are gestated through an unmaking of their own
subjectivities.
Before we open the cover, we are already in language, situated in the yellow
light of external life, but by entering the womb through a hole, we moving through
loss itself, recreating the conditions of the pre-linguistic. Like Pierre Menard, we
know we cannot write the same book, yet in reproducing the lost “text” of a prelinguistic nothingness, with the “technique of deliberate anachronism” (450). 37 The
monadic moment in which the performance approaches the limits and conditions of
its own enactment and opens up subjectivity to the abyss, the potentialities of the
impossible and the irrational.
Dávila combined pictographic images; the suppression of capitalization and
titles; large areas of blank space; the division of the book in regions; and phonetic
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In Spanish, “gestar” can mean to give birth or create.
My translation: Dedico sus escrúpulos y vigilias a repetir en un idioma ajeno un libro preexistente.
[…] Menard (acaso sin quererlo) ha enriquecido mediante una técnica nueva el arte detenido y
rudimentario de la lectura: la técnica del anacronismo deliberado y de las atribuciones erróneas. Esa
técnica de aplicación infinita nos insta a recorrer la Odisea como si fuera posterior a la Eneida y el libro
Le jardín du Centaure de Madame Henri Bachelier como si fuera de Madame Henri Bachelier.

37
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spelling, in conjunction with more standardized syntax, lineation, and punctuation.
This helped her articulate artifice and estrangement as intimacy. She also layered
multiple voices by combining italics and quotation marks. We see this in the
“autodedicatoria” (“self-dedication”) that prefaces the book’s decentralized body:
“the general voices, lurking
in the street scream nicknames:
‘aren’t you the loving one
that seeks among beasts
the source of her lineage?’”38
When the “general voices” scream the “nicknames” at the principal voice, it is
not a one-word—which would shorten a long name—but rather a two-word sobriquet
that converts the adjective “amorosa” (“loving”) into “la amorosa” (“the loving one”)
by adding the definite article “la” (“the”); but when read them out loud, both words
become one through a synalepha: lamorosa. The poetic voice is and is not singular.
The difference (or lack thereof) between the written and the oral signs, allows Dávila
to foreground both singularity and multiplicity of the speaking subject. Language
becomes oral in the written/ written in the oral/ aural in the written/ written in the
aural/ aural in the oral/ oral in the aural/a (singular) in the oral (plural)…
Phonetic unification also reveals a second nickname. La amorosa is also la
morosa, she who acts slowly, in a state of perpetual delay. In a second translation,
“‘“¿no eres tú la amorosa/que busca entre las bestias/la fuente de su estirpe?”’”
becomes “‘“aren’t you the delayed one/that seeks among the beasts/the source of her
lineage?”’” This is the temporality that prefaces Fierce and Tender Animal (Animal

38

“las voces generales, al acecho
me gritan por la calle sobrenombres:
‘¿no eres tú la amorosa
que busca entre las bestias
la fuente de su estirpe?’”
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fiero y tierno), one that already prepares the reader for queer time, for stops, and
derailments.
The self-dedication is dated “1969”, seven years before the date on the
dedication and one year before the book’s publication. Dávila leaves this clue so that
the reader can infer that after being confronted by the “voces generales” (“general
voices”), the primary speaker went on a journey in search of “la fuente de su estirpe”
(“the source of her lineage”) and returned with the “dedication” as an answer:
for my grandmother,
the foundress of my tenderness;
for my mother,
source of inexhaustible life;
for sylvia and julia
for the interminable song;
for lolita lebrón,
for the fierceness;
for what they have made of me
a female, of-the-earth,
american, antillean, boricua animal,
FOREVER.39
Dávila establishes her own matrilineal lineage. Instead of envisioning herself
as a branch of the patertree, she creates what throughout Samuel Delany’s novel Stars
in My Pocket Like Grains of Sand are called “nuture streams.” The women that make
up these streams do not leave capital as inheritance, they leave “tenderness,”
“inexhaustible life,” “interminable song,” and “fierceness”.

39

a mi abuela,
la fundadora de la ternura;
a mi madre,
fuente de la vida inagotable;
a sylvia y a julia
por la canción interminable;
a lolita lebrón,
por la fiereza;
por lo que han hecho de mí
como animal terrícola, hembra,
americana, antillana, boricua,
para SIEMPRE.
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In Escritura afropuertorriqueña y modernidad, Eleuterio Santiago-Díaz
explores the relationship between the ellipsis, the eclipse, and constructions of racial
discourse in Puerto Rican literature. He outlines how official discourse defines the
ellipse as the suppression of a something voidable, unnecessary, or excessive in
relation to a core signification. In fact, some ellipses are accompanied by the three
suspension points, concluding that the ellipsis does not just “suppress” it also
“suspends,” “hangs,” and almost “leaves in the air.” One definition “embelezar”
which translates as “when something produces in someone such admiration or shock
that they momentarily forget all else,” may lead us to the astrological and
astronomical term “eclipse” or the verb “to eclipse.” The analogy of the eclipse is
“privileged by some subaltern discourses precisely for being an area that is
inaccessible, invisible and unknown to the intelligence of power.” After restating and
parsing the Neo-Baroque writer Severo Sarduy’s definition of the ellipsis as the
baroque retombée of the eclipse, a “longitudinal dilation of the circle that creates two
centers, one luminous and one blackened,” Santiago-Díaz paraphrases Sarduy’s
argument stating, “As an expression of a new cosmology, the most radical ellipsis of
the Neo-Baroque articulates itself as a proliferation of the sign that breaks with the
homogeneity of logos and lack as the epistemic foundation of the subject” (84-85).
With Santiago-Díaz in mind, we can think of how the time between the two
initial dates—the self-dedication and the dedication—forms an ellipse in which the
formative journey follows the telos of the matrilineal list. Fierce and Tender Animal
(Animal fiero y tierno) rewrites a genealogical narrative by offering a similar but
altered matrilineal counter-narrative, yet the womb—the literary figure that structures
the book—breaks with the linearity of the suggested genealogy by (dis)placing it’s
centered nothingness, leaving it at the end of the lineage, as an unnamed and
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unnamable subject, still becoming-being. The lineage is the giving birth to lineage. It
replaces a patrilineal lineage of heterogeneous passing-ons with a structure whose
beginning anticipates a space “ALWAYS”-to-be(-)filled through continual selfdisplacement.
closely far
from this small (hi)story
expanded towards everything stopping.
one hears them say:
what does your sadness matter,
your joy,
your hollow that’s sealed forever,
your small pleasure,
your solitudes
i look back, and i look everywhere.
i look,
millions of small (hi)stories
populate everything:
does it matter that the tear
that sometimes accompanies and abandons me
merges with the air?
does it matter that my rage
stops a smile?
does it matter if some face
trips on my fist,
if some attentive ear
rolls towards my imperceptible song?
what will it matter, i say to myself,
how much future laughter
flows from my pleasure toward another tear?
does it matter if my sorrow
brings joy to a traveler’s kindness?
looking at my nails
and searching for that small (hi)story
within my diminutive eyes
i discover the giant particle
i inhabit. (13)40
40

cercanamente lejos
de esta pequeña historia
expandida hacia todo deteniéndose.
se oye que dicen:
qué importa tu tristeza,
tu alegría,
tu hueco aquel sellado para siempre,
tu pequeño placer,
tus soledades
mira hacia atrás, y mira a todas partes.
yo miro,
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My relationship to my own “womb” is characterized by rejection, but I felt
freed by this book, not because I share Dávila’s experiences, but because there is
something incredibly queer about choosing one’s lineage backwards, about finding
that lineage through poetry rather than patriarchal genealogy. In a way, this dedication
was the first example I saw of what I would one day come to call queer family. It has
no beginning or ending. We are an ellipse/ellipsis/eclipse.
When did I first read Fierce and Tender Animal (Animal fiero y tierno)? My
memories tell me I was alone, and when I shared these poems with Lía, with Gaddo,
with Polo, we were alone together. Angelía y Gaddiel dicen que fui quien les habló
por primera vez sobre Ángela. Angelía juega con su propio nombre/su nombre
propio: Angelía Mar Rivera…(Angel)a (Mar)(ía)…declama poemas, relaciones
nuevas con el cuerpo, cuerpaza el papel. Gaddo memoriza fragmentos. Me siento por
ahí hablando de la tristeza, en el piso de Chardón esperando que escampe. Together
we shed all of the things we carried, mayagüezanxs al fin, we shed them slowly, as if
tasting ourselves, sinning through some autodedicatoria, some masturbatory gesture

de millones de pequeñas historias
está poblado todo:
¿importa si me cólera
detiene una sonrisa?
¿importa si algún rostro
tropieza con mi puño,
si algún oído atento
rueda hasta mi canción imperceptible?
¿qué importará, me digo
cuanta risa futura
fluya de mi placer hacia otra lágrima?
¿importa si mi pena
alegra la bondad de un caminante?
mirándome las uñas
y rebuscando esta pequeña historia
por dentro de mis ojos diminutos
descubro la partícula gigante
donde habito.
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exteeeee(ended) into openness. What is pleasure, intimacy and anger without telos, if
not poetry, Ángela, Anjelamaría?
Dávila’s book does not seek to recover lost epistemologies or invent new
systems of signification. Instead, it points to the ways in which processes of collective
loss have led to the formation of affective bonds. Those who have been deemed
excessive and those who have been deemed insignificant, cohabit a kind of
nothingness, and build a kind of knowing in the air. Those who live such existences
learn to love, breathe, dance, cry, hope, undo, do, play, sleep, work, remember, and
dismember next to oblivion. Their familiarity with non-existence structures their
existence.
Yet, something gets lost in a reading that too easily traces non-linear
associations between Puerto Rican literary discourse centered around lack; postcolonial Caribbean discourses centered around loss and precarity; and the
insignificance of the designation “woman”. Perhaps this something relates to scale, to
the fissures between Dávila’s use of the diminutive (-ita, -ito) and lower case letters,
and her use capitalization in “FOREVER”. Perhaps it is also the gap between excess
and lack, the space where modernity has placed the civilized subject, but where
oftentimes, we find nothing at all, a nothing that has come to replace all that which
has been grouped together and designated as insignificant and un-signifiable.
In translating her own experiences as a black puertorriqueña into a series of
exclusionary discourses, Dávila was acutely aware of herself as a self-translator. We
see this in her use of colloquial language within a more formal lyric register, but also
in her choice to “democratize” that register by not distinguishing formal and informal
language. Still, rather than actually break down that distinction, it remained as a mark
of difference, often read as the particularity of style which made her work
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extraordinary. In writing about Dávila’s work, critics describe her use of colloquial
forms of Puerto Rican Spanish as a sign of her greatness as a Puerto Rican poet, a
mark of her connectedness to black working-class orality. She is read a visionary
because she brought that orality into white spaces, but little care is taken to look at
whether or not she worked in non-white spaces.
The move to incorporate black and brown subjects into the Puerto Rican
literary canon, like the move to incorporate them into the idea of nation, served the
cultural nationalist literary project, while leaving unexamined the unchanging class
and racial gap between the Puerto Rican intellectual class and the rest of the island.
Like Rivera Avilés, her work is a testament to a lifetime of self-translation, the cost of
class mobility and the persistent contradictions posed by the cultural nationalist
liberation model. But, also like Rivera Avilés, her work often times pushed against
the class and race demands set up by inclusion. These are the moments in which her
work is richest, rife with voices that come from a world she only partially inhabited. I
continue to wonder if the inclusion of those voices in this register makes them seem
palatable and tame in ways that undo some of their democratizing work. The answer
that comes back time and time again is that, because the text opens onto multiple
registers, it can have multiple effects, some of which reinforce racist structures, others
which are less calculable and gestures towards other futures.
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CONCLUSION
What does it mean to be in-between discourses? What gets lost as one moves
from class to class, from unlettered to lettered spaces? These are the questions these
poets consistently asked themselves. Rather than providing palatable answers, they
lingered and reflected upon incommensurable loss. If the Puerto Rican literary canon
is built on the erasure of those whose voices are illegible within given discourses, how
can we talk of a literary response to such erasures, one that doesn’t reinforce an
inclusionary logic?
A simple answer would be that rather than talking about it, these authors
paradoxically gestured at loss through the performances of various types of
illegibility. To become linguistically illegible requires the renouncement of language
as the condition on which legibility is written into existence. If the animal becomes
the human through language, then a refusal to perform as subjects or objects, an
insistence in becoming Motian speaking objects or that which is neither the thing as
such nor the lettered criollo, could take place within literature in the form of a
disidentification with an acquired literary discourse. Rather than offering an
alternative outside of lettered discourse, Rivera Avilés and Dávila used language itself
to draw attention to the limits of the literary—and furthermore the human—as an
exclusionary category always defined by those in power.
I focus on Puerto Rican literature because it is Puerto Rican literature that is
upheld by a cultural nationalist discourse as the means by which the Puerto Rican
people will forge a decolonized future. It is not coincidental that these authors are
Puerto Rican, though I don’t exclude the possibility that in other colonial contexts
there might be similar experiences or reactions to an already disidentificatory criollo
class that has chosen literature as its platform. However, I think Puerto Rico’s own
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position in-between Latin America and the United States, doubles the already heavy
burden to perform a civilized Western subjectivity.
It is with this cross-section of discursive demands in mind that I wish to us
examine the potentialities of negativity within literature as a means to create
irresolution and opacity, rather than resolve it. The additional political pressures
placed upon self-translators heightens their visibility as ambassadors for an otherness
they cannot deliver and increases increases the logic that they are exceptional beings
that thereby can move between worlds. They were invited into literary circles in order
to perform otherness, and simultaneously asked to perform in in a way that was
legible, palatable and just white enough to be read as civilized. Their ability to
perform blackness without endangering whiteness made them seem safe, but also
marked them as never quite white enough, forcing them to constantly renegotiate the
terms of their conditional inclusion.
In the final section of this dissertation, I have chosen to translate Rivera Avilés
and Dávila because I believe the critical work that is needed for both poets is one that
corresponds to the work they did. They were self-translators. They were translators.
They were poets. They understood that their creative critical work could not exist
without these acts of translation they called poetry. I also chose to translate them
because I believe that without joy, critical and poetic engagement become another
exercise in capitalist (re)production. The specific pressures of self-translation and
performative otherness places upon black and brown intellectuals painfully permeate
this text as well as the work of some of the poets whose work has shaped my own
practice. The translations in this last section were the most enjoyable part of writing
this dissertation. They reminded me that I came to theory and critical work through
my love of poetry. They have kept me alive and thriving.
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THE TRANSLATIONS
Sotero Rivera Avilés

89

de EL PUEBLO OBSCURO
Y
una puerta al jardín

from THE DARK TOWN
AND
a door to the garden
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PREÁMBULO

Cae el libro—
los brazos ya no quieren soportar las palabras.
La luz cae igualmente de mis dedos
y el cuarto se estremece,
de pronto, entre sombras.

Y noto el vaho muriente de las últimas lámparas
llegar a mi ventana,
como luz de un entierro
lejano por la noche,
como humo de tabaco
de sombras sin tierra alguna cavilando la niebla.

Se derraman entonces los años y las noches—
los días perdidos en el Pueblo Obscuro—,
cuando la lluvia hablaba
de un muchacho sin tiempo en un cuerpo de olvido.
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PREAMBLE

The book falls—
the arms no longer want to hold the words.
The light equally falls from my fingers
and the room shudders,
suddenly, amidst shadows.

And I notice as the dying mist of the last lamps
reaches my window,
like the light of a burial
far off in the night,
like the tobacco smoke
of shadows with no earth brooding over the fog.

Then the years and the nights spill—
the days lost in the Dark Town—,
when the rain spoke
of an ageless boy in a body of oblivion.
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NOCHE DEL PUEBLO

Duerme el pueblo— la ilusión gotea;
por las calles más pobres deambulan hombres ebrios;
algún perro rastrea su acostumbrada acera.

(“Son las once,” me digo,
y escondo las manos en los bolsillos).
Duerme el cura y la iglesia la inválida alcaldía, no estira sus campanas;
no ronda el policía, ni aparecen los trenes;
solo un borracho agrio descubro entre las sombras.

Los comerciantes roncan su mezquina riqueza;
muchachas de colegio sueñan con vanas formas;
van y vienen ladridos.
“¿Qué soñarán los pobres?” me pregunto amargado.

Tristeza de existir repetido y cansado,
con gente abandonada y de grises encuentros.
Tristeza de vivir en este pueblo muerto.
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THE TOWN’S NIGHT

The town sleeps—illusion drips;
down the poorest streets roam drunken men;
some dog drags his usual pavement.

(“It is eleven,” I tell myself,
and hide my hands in my pockets).
Priest and church asleep the invalid town hall, won’t stretch its bells;
the police don’t make rounds, trains don’t appear;
I discover only a bitter drunk amidst shadows.

The merchants snore their meager wealth;
schoolgirls dream of vain forms
barks come and go.
“What do the poor dream?” I bitterly ask.

Sadness of existing repeated and worn,
with abandoned people and gray encounters.
Sadness of living in this dead town.
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EL PUEBLO OBSCURO

Amenazado se levanta el pueblo,
asaltando tiendas y cafetines sucios,
invadiendo el correo y los choferes públicos—
abiertos al comercio pequeño de los pobres.

(Mira el mercado, los verduleros verdes,
mira los rotos carboneros.)

Los muchachos de escuela invaden el aire;
van embistiendo el sol,
con rostros de amapolas y pomarrosas tiernas,
hablando sus amores y nuevas ansiedades.

…Y las mujeres de las fábricas
con sus mejores chismes
y los que hablan de colegios
amordazando vanidades.

Así hecho [echó] a un lado su obscuridad el pueblo—
con su jauría temprana de sucesos varios
ladrando a los enfermos o a los jíbaros mansos.
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Sin embargo, el día rueda
y las calles
se van muriendo como niños pálidos
poco a poco roídos por una fiebre espesa.

Llega lo [la] tarde y la noche tiende
sus mosquiteros amarillos,
y todo aquello antes presagiando
un pueblo caminando a lo infinito,
se muere en un difícil
olor a cine alborotado
y cafetines mordidos, con hombres
que solo hablan de livianos ratos
con mujeres abiertas
a todos los hoteles o a la orilla de barcos.

Los más jóvenes repartirán sus besos en el cine
o en bancas descuidadas,
y ni aun los prohibidos
apretaran sus corazones con recato
al encontrarse por corredores o pasillos.

***

La plaza con sus mismos paseos,
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con su mismo abandono,
con sus mismas parejas y repeticiones.

El desordenado cinematógrafo,
donde acuden los novios a tocarse los cuerpos
y la gente solitaria se ilusiona
con aquello que nunca les sucede.

El mercado, las tiendas de quincalla,
el melancólico hospital con sus pacientes,
pero sin un doctor en la modorra de los montes.

El calor, la terrible pobreza,
el lento paso de los días,
el castigo de cárcel para el hombre
que no es amigo de la policía.

Todo esto me liquida el alma,
me cubre de estropajos,
de materias viscosas, mal olientes,
de fastidios, de sierpes, de cansancio,
de una tristeza triste como tumbas
inscritas con la letra de mi llanto.

***
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Que engaño, Pueblo mío,
son tus sitios para ofrecimientos,
donde solo esa gente
que nunca ha entendido ni respetan
la palabra Cultura
suben a las tribunas.

Donde, donde podrán marcharse
los que lloran bajo la lluvia?
Y entienden que los ricos solo saben
mostrar listas de deudas a los pobres,
o preocuparse por no morir de cáncer.

Y obscuros religiosos
que tratan de escapar de alguien llamado el Diablo
sirviendo misa y amonestando débiles.

Religiosos vacíos
que no conocen las fuertes súplicas del amor
cuando la llevan los pobres en sus ropas
rasgadas, olorosas a tierra y cansado dolor.
Religiosos vacíos, secos, hasta amargos,
cerrados al verdadero dolor de nuestro pueblo.

Ay, Pueblo Oscuro mío—
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guitarra rota sobre mi corazón—
todo lo hemos perdido y nos hemos quedado
con los ojos ausentes
y llenos de cristales rotos
como los ojos de los pobres ahorcados.

Debo llorarte, Pueblo;
debo escribir tu nombre todos los días,
bebiendo café negro
y leyendo periódicos antiguos
en algún jardín abandonado.

Llorarte por mi encono–
por mis quejas ancladas en tu pecho—;
por esta frente atada a tu abandono,
y por este descuido del que hablo
pero que nada hago.
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THE DARK TOWN

Threatened, the town awakens,
assaulting stores and dirty cafetines41,
invading the post office and the public buses—
that are open to the poor’s small exchanges.

(Look at the market, the green greengrocer
look at the broken coal-sellers.)

The schoolboys invade the air;
they charge against the sun,
with their tender poppy and rose apple faces,
speaking their new anxieties and loves.

…And the factory women
with their best gossip
and those that speak of schools
muzzling vanities.

This is how the town put its darkness aside—
with its early dog pack of varied events
barking at the sick or the jíbaros42 meek.

41
42

A small bar that sells alcohol and fried foods called “cuchifritos”
An impoverished small-town Puerto Rican peasant
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Nonetheless, the day rolls on
and the streets
start dying like pale children
slowly gnawed by a thick fever.

The afternoon arrives and night hangs
its yellow mosquito nets,
and all that was previously foretold
a town marching toward infinity,
dies in a difficult
smell of rowdy cinema
and bitten cafetines, with men
that only speak of fun times
with women open
to all the hotels or to the shores of ships.

The youngest will give out their kisses at the movies
or on unwatched benches,
and not even those forbidden
will modestly squeeze their hearts
when meeting in corridors or hallways.

***
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The plaza with its same walkways,
with its same abandon,
with its same couples and repetitions.

The disorderly cinema,
where couples go to touch their bodies
and the lonely dream of
events that never arrive.

The market, the hardware stores,
the melancholy hospital with its patients,
yet no doctors reach the drowsy mountains.

The heat, the terrible poverty,
the slow passage of days,
the punishment of prison for the man
who is no friend of the police.

All this liquefies my soul,
covers me with rags,
of viscous, fetid matter,
of nuisances, of serpents, of fatigue,
of a sad sadness like tombs
registered with my handwritten tears.
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***
What deceit, my Town,
are your places of offering,
where only those
who have never respected or understood
that word Culture
climb to the stage.

Where, where can they go,
those who cry in the rain?
And understand that the rich only know
how to list debts for the poor,
or worry they will die of cancer one day.

And the dark religious folk
that try to escape from someone called the Devil
giving mass and admonishing the weak.

Empty religious folk
that don’t know the strong pleas of love
when the poor carry them on their clothes
torn, smelling of earth and tired pain.
Empty religious folk, dry, even bitter
closed to the true smell of our town.
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Oh, my Dark Town—
guitar broken over my heart—
we have lost all and we are left
with absent eyes
full of shards
like the eyes of the hanged poor.

I should cry you, Town;
I should write your name every day,
drinking black coffee
and reading ancient news
in some abandoned garden.

Cry you, for my rancor—
for these complaints anchored in your chest—;
for this forehead tied to your abandon,
and for this neglect of which I speak
but do not act.
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ACEPTANDO EL PLATO DIARIO

El hombre aquel volvía al pueblo,
y comentaban los choferes amarrando sus lunas:
“Ese ‘men’ traerá su guitarra afilada.”

Y todos se iban extendiendo por las aceras,
esparciendo sus malas palabras,
y deseando la mujer ajena.

En la oficina del correo las comadres chismeaban:
“¿Ve usted aquel?, ayer se llevo [llevó] a Lena pa’la playa,
y dice Doña Luisa que es la tercera vez.”

“Verdad, es,”
afirma la vecina.

Los muchachos de escuela
lanzan carajos al barrendero torpe,
y el alcalde hecha [echa] el brazo al jíbaro en la esquina.

Yo voy de paso;
llevo pantalón blanco y camisa planchada,
y a la gente le estorba y escupen a mi porte.
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Mi gente es esto, aquello, y muchas otras cosas,
sopla ancha las verdades y es un poco envidiosa,
pero siendo mi gente, ¿cómo hacerle reproche?
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ACEPTING THE DAILY MEAL

That man was returning to town,
and the drivers commented, as they tied down their moons:
“That guy43 will bring his sharpened guitar.”

And all of them would stretch across the sidewalks,
dispersing their bad words,
and desiring another’s wife.

At the post office the godmothers gossiped:
“See him there? yesterday he took Lena to the beach,
and Doña Luisa says it’s the third time.”

“It’s true,”
affirms the neighbor.

The schoolboys
throw fucks at the clumsy street-sweeper
and, on the corner, the mayor throws his arm over the jíbaro’s shoulder.

I pass through;
wearing white pants and an ironed shirt,
and people are bothered and they spit at my demeanor.

43

‘Men’ is an expression similar to saying “that guy”
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My people are this, that, and many other things,
they overinflate their truths and are a bit envious,
but, being my people, how can I reproach?
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HISTORIA PARA OTRA HISTORIA
A Francisco Santiago del Río

Añasco tiene dos angostas puertas:
una que mira a lo pasado,
otra que mira a lo mismo de siempre.

Hace años—
cuando la primavera
todavía guardaba sus harapos—
andando por los bosques
él descubrió otra puerta.

Diferente,
bien escondida,
parecida a esas sorpresas halladas en los cuentos,
su presencia lo lleno de historias.

Ha conocido bien las estaciones;
lleva polvo
que haría crecer las plantas de otras tierras;
hay quienes lo confunden con sus sueños.

Si algún día, compueblano quieto,
descubres o te forjas esas puertas,
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no te detengas,
crúzala.
Ábrele por favor otra salida
a nuestro obscuro pueblo.
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STORY FOR ANOTHER HISTORY44
For Francisco Santiago del Río

Añasco has two narrow doors:
one that looks at the past,
another that looks at the same old forever.

Years ago—
when spring
still kept its rags—
wandering through forests
he discovered another door.

Different,
quite hidden,
like one of those surprises found in stories,
its presence full of histories.

It has gotten to know the seasons;
full of dust
that would grow plants of other lands;
there are those who confuse it with their dreams.

44

In Spanish “story” and “history” both translate as “historia”, therefore, this title could also be
translated as “STORY FOR ANOTHER STORY”, “HISTORY FOR ANOTHER STORY”, or
“HISTORY FOR ANOTHER HISTORY”.
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If, someday, still townsman,
you discover or you forge yourself those doors,
don’t stop,
cross the threshold.
Please, open another way
for our dark town.
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DOMINGO SIN IGLESIA

Mi brazo artificial,
hechado sin reparos sobre un mueble,
puedo reír igual que un zapato sin rumbos,
destruido,
tirado a lluvia y noches
en el patio de entonces.

Comprendo su ironía
y he pensado
en viejos almanaques,
en toallas obscuras,
en vapores de incienso
cuando monjas
pasan bajo el calor de mi ventana.

…Y es que mi brazo artificial
comprende—
tiene ese don supremo de reírse
cuando piensa en el cura y las señoras viejas
que alzan su rabia y destrozan púlpitos
cuando ven pocos pecadores.
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CHURCHLESS SUNDAY

My artificial arm,
carelessly tossed on some couch,
at which I’ve laughed as if it were an aimless shoe,
destroyed,
thrown in nights and rain
in what had been my yard.

I understand its irony
and have thought
of old almanacs,
of dark towels,
of incense vapors
when nuns
passed under my window’s heat.

…And it’s just that my artificial arm
understands—
it has that supreme gift of laughter
when it thinks of the priest and the old women
that raise their rage and destroy the pulpits
when they see too few sinners.
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LA ESPERA

El trópico,
con sudor y moscas,
entra a mi casa de campo.

Afuera el tiempo de la lluvia,
empujado por el viento negro,
me ensombrece un poco.

Discuten los relámpagos y el cielo…

Serán acaso las tres de la tarde
y en un rincón la siesta
está enredándose en mi flojo gato.

La espero nervioso.
¡Si llegase antes que la lluvia!

Mientras tanto la esperanza reza
y la música anda por la casa.

De no llegar me voy a caminar bajo la lluvia.

Y si acude,
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¡ay!, si entra
a mi casa de campo y de poemas
voy a querer que llueva por cuarenta días.
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THE WAIT

The tropics
enter my country house
with sweat and flies.

Outside, the rainy season,
pushed by the black wind,
makes me slightly darken.

The lightning and the sky argue…

It must be three in the afternoon
And, in a corner, the nap
tangles with my loose cat.

I wait for her, nervous.
If only she’d arrive before the rain!

Meanwhile, hope prays
and music roams through the house.

If she doesn’t come, I’ll take a walk in the rain.

And if she shows,
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oh!, if she strays
into my home of land45 and poems,
I’ll want it to pour for forty days.

45

“Casa de campo” means country house, but the play on words would translate literally as “country
and poem house”. I chose a similar play upon the word “homeland”.
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TU ESCONDIDO TRÓPICO

Cuando tu sexo me dio una paliza
en aquel apartado rincón de septiembre,
estábamos desnudos
y los pájaros pensando en el sur.

Habíamos extendido nuestras ropas
evitando los árboles
y tu crecías ligeramente.

Ya no eras tu [tú]— la niña
con su pequeña Biblia entre las manos;
ya no eras tu [tú] la quieta.

¡Crecías en mis brazos!

Crecías abierta y llena de bondades,
y eran tus ojos islas de naufragio,
¡y era tu cuerpo un embrión de espasmos!

***

Ya había logrado el trópico quemar todos sus trapos
y terminando su mudanza los pájaros
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cuando te vi— tan pequeña y fría.—
en una calle del invierno.

Y me pareció imposible que tu
hubieses sido la misma tu que un día
me enseño todos los movimientos de los árboles,
en aquel último trozo de verano.
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YOUR HIDDEN TROPIC

When your sex gave me a beating
in that remote corner of September,
we were nude
and the birds thought of the south.

We had extended our clothes
avoiding the trees
and you grew swiftly.

You were no longer you—the girl
with the small bible in her hands;
no longer you, the one who stood still.

You grew in my arms!

Grew open and full of goodness,
and your eyes were islands of shipwreck,
and your body was an embryo of spasms!

***

The tropics had managed to burn all their rags
and had finished moving their birds
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when I saw you— so small and cold—
on a winter street.

And it seemed impossible that you
could be that girl who had once taught me
all the trees’ movements,
in that last scrap of summer.
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WINTER’S GIRL

Cual si hubieses nacido
para hacer preguntas mansas,
perezosas,
en un música
solo entendida por las cosas muertas,
te veo sentada en la escalera de la tarde aquella.

A ti nada te apura,
nada te asombra.
Nacistes para vivir a solas
y mirar los amantes pasear los domingos.

Conque cansancio aun llegan tus palabras,
cuando dijistes:
“Nos veremos mas tarde.”

Y te fuistes serena,
sin apuros y sin esperanzas,
cual sino te importara
el mundo antes tus ojos
ni mis ruegos.
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WINTER’S GIRL

As if you had been born
to ask meek
and lazy questions,
in a music
only understood by dead things,
I see you siting on the stairs that afternoon.

No one rushes you,
nothing shocks.
You were born to live alone
and watch the lovers’ Sunday stroll.

With what fatigue your words still arrive,
when you said:
“I’ll see you later.”

And you left serene,
without hurry or hope,
as if you cared
about the world before your eyes
or my pleas.
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GIRL IN THE CITY

Llego con la mirada turbada de paisajes
y en mi barba traigo bosques y vientos.
Vengo grato de tierra, ligero de pesares,
y cuelgo mis dos chanclas sobre el retrato tuyo.

Si ofreces disculparte excuso, si me insultas descanso.
Voy y vengo de montes, soy de las soledades.
Mi corazón de plantas, mi alma plena de pájaros
espera como un árbol que extiendas tus ramajes.

Toma esta mi ternura de ásperas serranías
y enlázate ese cuerpo tan lleno de ciudades.
Quisiera que la blanca piel en que te sostienes
se llenase de obscuros bochornos en la tarde.
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GIRL IN THE CITY

I arrive with my gaze troubled by landscapes
and, in my beard, I bring winds and forests.
I come light of sorrows, thankful for earth,
and hang both my sandals above your portrait.

If you offer apologies, I accept, if you insult, I rest.
I come and go from mountains, I am made of solitudes.
My heart made of plants, my soul full of birds
waits, like a tree, for your branches to bloom.

Take this, my tenderness of rugged ranges,
and interweave that body so full of cities.
I’d love for that white skin that holds you up
to fill with darkened shames in the afternoon.
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JÍBARA QUE VIO CIUDAD

La mujer arde y goza en su apretada falda.

La ve pasar viajera el hombre del sombrero
y no encuentra su adiós;
pero la sufre cerca y quisiera decir:
“Todavía la recuerdo bajo aquel flamboyán
y el río corriendo abajo.

Había muchos senderos en los cañaverales
y la yerba era alta y cosquillosa.”

Mientras los hombres charlan,
la mujer ha pasado en su apretada falda
y no deja su adiós el hombre del sombrero.

“Quien sabe,
tal vez haya olvidado.

Eso sucede siempre—
cuando alguien se llena de ciudad
y vuelve al campo.”
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JÍBARA THAT SAW THE CITY

The woman burns and enjoys her tight skirt.

The man with the hat sees her pass, a traveler,
and there is no goodbye;
but suffers her closeness and wants to say:
“I still remember that day beneath the flamboyán
with the river flowing downstream.

In the reedbeds, there were many trails,
and the grass was ticklish and tall.”

While the men speak,
the woman passes in her tight skirt
and the man in the hat finds no goodbye.

“Who knows,
perhaps she has forgotten.

That always happens—
when someone gets full of city
and comes back to the country.”
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ENTONCES

Ya no podré robar toronjas,
ni atropellar el río,
ni jugar con mi prima entre la yerba,
o molestar las viejas
que aun usan colorete a los ochenta.

No bajaré más dulces a pedradas,
ni cantaré en la calle,
ni jugaré a los dados en un arco
de haraposos muchachos sin escuela.

Dejaré quieto los nidos de gallinas,
no asaltaré a escondidas la merienda,
ni cargaré Los Reyes en parrandas.

En cambio seré calvo, rechoncho;
con corbata y sombrero pasearé por el parque,
sin mi honda, mis topos,
mi chavo con dos caras,
mi pantalón con parchos,
y aquella boca de melao y manteca
que fue la mejor fuente de mi risa.
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THEN

I’ll no longer get to steal grapefruits,
nor run over the river,
nor play in the grass with my cousin,
or bother old women
that still use blush at eighty.

I’ll no longer knock down candy with stones,
nor sing in the street,
nor play with dice in an arc
of ragged boys without school.

I’ll leave the chickens’ nests alone,
I will not stealthily snatch lunches,
nor carry the Wise Men in parrandas.46

In exchange I’ll be bald, fat;
with a hat and tie, I’ll stroll through the park,
without my sling, my spinning top,
my two-headed quarter,
my patched pants,
and that mouth of molasses and butter

46

A Puerto Rican tradition where a group of men and women go from house to house playing music
and waking the residents until these open their homes and offer the carolers food
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that was the best source of my laughter.
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Misceláneos/Miscellaneous
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[SIN TÍTULO]

Aquel relato cruel,
aquel trágico encuentro con su muerte,
todavía golpeando, asesinando
las ondas de mi sangre.
Los árboles se estrellan contra el cielo;
los caminos se anudan y me pierden.

Aquel golpe homicida por mi olvido
contra su dulce carga.
Aquel llanto de madre que manaba.
El mar se despedaza por las costas
luchando por llegar hasta mi pecho.

Aquellos ojos blandos;
aquella piedad honda y sin rencores
que me llevaba siempre a su pureza.
El viento baja torres, cierra puertas,
para quitarse el aire que persigo.

Aquella voz, aquel dolor tan noble,
aquella larga noche con mi hijo,
aquel morir conmigo entre sus sienes.
Ay Recuerdo de Ella, encárgate tu mismo:
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Déjame silencioso con su muerte.
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[WITHOUT TITLE]

That cruel tale,
that tragic encounter with her death,
still beating, killing the waves of my blood.
The trees still dash47 against the sky;
the paths together knot until I’m lost.

That strike made homicidal by my abandon
against its sweet weight.
That mother’s streaming tears.
The sea is wrecked along the coasts
struggling to reach my chest.

Those tender eyes;
that pity rancorless and deep
that takes me always to its purity.
The wind brings down towers, closes doors,
to take off air that I pursue.

That voice, that oh so noble pain,
that long night with my son,
that dying together between his temples.

47

Here the poet plays with the word “estrellan”. The waves are dashing against the sky but they are
also “staring” against the skin, sin “estrellan” contains the word “star” or “estrella”.
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Oh Memory of Her, take charge,
Leave me silent with her death.
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de 1963

from 1963
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Tuesday, February 5
36th Day–329 days to come

a veces
una sombra que tensa
mis sentidos
se rompe intensamente
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Tuesday, February 5
36th Day–329 days to come

sometimes
a shadow that tenses
my senses
intensely breaks
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Thursday, February 7
38th Day–327 days to come

abrí un dulce silencio
de momentos rotos
entre tú y yo, Añasco mío.

A veces se sacude
la aurora sobre espaldas
y deja un millar de estrellas durmiendo escondidas
en tus sendas azules,
blancas, verde-azules

ahí un recuerdo
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Thursday, February 7
38th Day–327 days to come

I opened a sweet silence
of broken moments,
between us, my Añasco.

Sometimes the dawn brushes
off on backs
and leaves a thousand stars slumbering hidden
on your blue,
white, and blue-green paths

there a memory
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Friday, February 15
46th Day–319 days to come

ya tengo mi tristeza tan regada
y doliente
que ni decirla quiero
a mi ancha soledad
todo en mi se debate
callada y mansamente
y por eso es más íntimo
el dolor de quererte

si tu tristeza fuese una mano extendida
de ti me alegraría
porque así me sufren
mis brazos y mis piernas
están rotos
y tienen
telarañas de ausencia
y con cansancio mortal
mi vida está cercada
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Friday, February 15
46th Day–319 days to come

already my sadness is so painful
and dispersed
that I’ve no desires left
no even to share her name
with my thick solitude
everything silent and tamely
within me debates
and therefore the pain of loving you
is more intimate

if your sadness were an extended hand
I would feel for you joy
because this way I am suffered
by my arms and legs
broken
and they have
spider webs of absence
and with mortal fatigue
my life is enclosed
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Sunday, February 17
48th Day–317 days to come

de vastas tristezas
estoy tan destruido
que ya acaso, mi amigo
ni entristecerme puedo
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Sunday, February 17
48th Day–317 days to come

of vast sadnesses
I am so destroyed
that now, my friend
I can’t even become sad
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Monday, February 18
49th Day–316 days to come

el resquebrajo claro
de la luz en el río
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Monday, February 18
49th Day–316 days to come

the clear cracking
of light in the river
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Sunday, June 2
153rd Day–212 days to come

Me voy para la muerte y hasta eso me aborrece
Estoy desamparado y sólo me interesa
decir nada ni hablar de aquella primavera

Repetí ya no tiene la gracia que en los
árboles se refute entre hojas y
se escapa en el viento
Vendrán miles de años y miles de esqueletos
repetirán sus ruidos tan fervientes
al cielo
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Sunday, June 2
153rd Day–212 days to come

I’m going to death and even that I loathe
I’m helpless and I’m only interested
in saying nothing and never speaking of that spring

I repeated she no longer has the charm
that explodes amidst leaves and
escapes in the wind.
There will be thousands of skeleton years
repeating such fervent noises
to the sky
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Thursday, June 27
178th Day–187 days to come

que irremediable algo habré perdido
y tengo algo que tú no
tendrás nunca.

ya se revuelve el alma
como abeja sin mieles
en no alcanzar los
altos ramajes de la
noche
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Thursday, June 27
178th Day–187 days to come

what irremediable something I must have lost
and I have something that you
will never have.

already the soul stirs
like a bee without honeys
for it cannot reach the
night’s
high branches
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Friday, JUNE 28
179th Day—186 days to come

El mar por aburrido

los frutos del mar vienen
de adentro
los de la tierra puede
uno madurarlos poco a
poco al toque48 de las
manos

48

“Al toque” is difficult to translate because in Spanish it can mean the first blast, the first strike, or
the first chime, but in this case, it also refers to the first touch of hands since the word “toque” means
“a touch”. Sin the “toques” are leading the ripening, I concluded that the poet referred to a repeating
chiming or blasting, or a rhythm.
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Friday, JUNE 28
179th Day—186 days to come

The sea out of boredom

the fruits of the sea come
from within
those of the earth one
can ripen little by
little to the touch
of hands
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Monday, July 22
203rd Day–16 days to come

Campo muerto, tiempo seco,
la herrumbre de la historia
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Monday, July 22
203rd Day–16 days to come

Dead fields, dry season,
the rust of history
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Ángela María Dávila
fierce and tender animal
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A BLUE SUN,
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an eye watching infinity,
a dove of light moistened,
a secretive49 eye slipping in the night,
the sinister modesty before50 mystery;
the lurking abyss,
the animal’s water
that names,
daily fierce and tender;
a root descending toward the star,
balancing acts, tricks
for understanding the light
sometimes darker than shadow,
rule this piercing passion
for the word.51

49

“Sigiloso” means secretive or sneaky.
“Ante” can be used to indicate temporal precedence, as in before something occurs (“antes de”), as
well as spatial positioning, as in standing before or facing something (“ante algo”).
51
Por la palabra literally translates as “for the word,” but synecdochically stands in “for language”.
50
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1
selfdedication

“the general voices, lurking
scream nicknames at me in the street:
‘aren’t you the loving one
that seeks among beasts
the source of her lineage?’”52

1969

52

More specifically, “estirpe” is a root or trunk of a family lineage.
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2
dedication

for my grandmother,
the foundress of my tenderness;
for my mother,
source of inexhaustible life;
for sylvia53 and julia54
for the interminable song;
for lolita lebrón55,
for the fierceness;
for what they have made of me
a female56, of-the-earth57,
american, antillean, boricua animal,

53

Sylvia Rexach was a important Puerto Rican singer/song-writer of the 1950s.
Julia de Burgos: one of the most well-known Puerto Rican poets, she is often
included as part of the generation of the 1930s.
55
Lolita Lebrón was a member of the Nationalist Party who was imprisoned for her
participation in an attack on the U.S. House of Representatives, which took place on
March 1, 1954, two years after the Constitution of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico
was promulgated.
56
“Hembra” is a term generally reserved for female animals.
57
“Terrícola” means both “earthling” and “of or pertaining to the earth”.
54
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FOREVER.

1976

161

first
region

frontier
with
the
air
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“a hard rind58
that detains its limit
in the nearby hand
and the closest tongue.”

58

“Cáscara” can mean shell (as in outer covering) or rind.
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but, from which depth did the dove catch fire,
which dictated that shrunken and potent sign?
calling toward which firstborn lip?
where did the atrocity mark its symbol?
in what pain felt pain the first epoch?
in what tree?
in which pinky?
in what fattest toe of the foot
must one hang the point of the inexistent star?
there is an land-crabbish elf,
with one giant eye like a turbulent moon,
that deciphers and says dark crabs
its history bruised since they were children.
let’s see:
let’s see how the footstep sings,
in what forgetting
and with what opaque star memory scratches itself,
we need to footnote all the crepuscules
perforations and lights,
shadows, broken dolls, forgotten mirrors…
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before pain knocked59
with shadow on the door of my lips
there were ays60 preceding it.
way before
its terrible ohs61 in the air,
its r ripping62 the strange mist of silence:
drowned,
a scream intuiting its arrival,
a water wallowing
and the first spring,
threatened,
preparing its career of future tears.
before my mouth,
before my tongue wallowing
suspected its symbol
i knew63 the throat of the tremor, of my viscera
of the center of my wise belly,
simple and deep,
like all the centered centers of the world.
before the scream hung with words,
my muscle

59

“Tocar” can mean “to touch” or “to knock.”
I have chosen to keep the original “ay” in order to avoid being redundant, since in English the closest
translation for this expression is “oh!”
61
Here “oes” might be the expressive “oh” or the letter “o” which appears twice in the word dolor.
62
“Rasgar” can mean “to scrap,” “to scratch,” “to tear,” or “to rip.”
63
The use of “saber” (to know something) is significant, since it would be more common for one to use
“conocer” (to be familiar with or recognize).
60
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resisted rigidly64 before the terror
silence.
the swallowing eyes,
tremor, sprint, lights,
the shadow of surprise gestating,
making moves65,
before pain knocked
forever
on the door of my lips.

64

It is difficult to translate the playfulness of this verse. It could be read as “se resistía rígido” or “it
rigidly resisted” or as “rígido ante el espanto” or “made rigid when facing the terror.” Here “el
espanto” or “the terror” does not mean “that which terrifies” but rather “the state of being terrified.”
“Rigidness” can be the produce of a voluntary or involuntary confrontation. Either one, terror or
muscle, can be the agent of the silence that appears in the verse that follows.
65
Here she plays with the sonorous similitude between “gestar” (to give birth or create) and
“gestionar,” which translates best as “making moves” or “getting the ball rolling”. The preparatory
process itself is confused with the birth of the child or the result of the creative process.
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closely far
from this small story66
expanding toward everything stopping.
one hears them say:
what does your sadness matter,
your joy,
your hollow that’s sealed forever,
your small pleasure,
your solitudes
look back, and look everywhere.
i look,
millions of small stories
populate all:
does it matter that the tear
that sometimes accompanies and abandons
merges with the air?
does it matter that my rage
stops a smile?
does it matter if some face
stumbles on my fist,
if some attentive ear
rolls toward my imperceptible song?
what does it matter, i say to myself

66

“Historia” can mean either “story” or “history.”
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how much future laughter
flows from my pleasure toward another tear?
does it matter if my sorrow
brings joy to a traveler’s kindness?
looking at my nails
and searching for that small story
within my diminutive eyes
i discover the giant particle
i inhabit.
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with memory hung from my shoulder
but hey, isn’t it something?
how many deep snares stop us
and how we move with the deep.
and we find each other here
with our great small little head
our diminutive huge head
remembering the imaginary future
inventing and planning
that super powerful past.
and is or is it not true that there are still many
that insist on believing in the present
and say they live presently?
those who never ever conjugate the verb to be,
nor am67,
but that there at the bottom of their magical neurons
implacably cohabitate the was with the I’ll be’s,
the were’s with the we’ll be’s.
and is it or is it not so
that the head on its own takes meticulous care
to cleverly destroy
these possible conjugations in time?
you are am, i was, will be, could have been

67

I have attempted to translate the difference between the transitory “estar” and the non-transitory
“ser,” a distinction that does not exist in English.
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in the incommensurable simultaneous succession
of the brain;
and you’ll be were, we were, we’ll be, will be
cloistered
under our cranium

while you live, lived, will live
until your death.
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standing before68 so much history and prehistory,
of myths,
of truths in halves—or fourths—
before so much self-dreaming, i saw myself,
the light of two words took down shadow:
sad animal.
i am a sad animal standing and walking on a globe made of earth.
the animal part i say with tenderness,
the sad part i say with sadness,
as it should be,
the way they always teach you the color grey.
an animal that speaks to tell a similar animal its hope.
a sad mammal with two hands
deep in a cave thinking about dawn,
with an infancy clumsy and oppressed by things so foreign.
a small animal on a beautiful ball,
an adult animal,
a female with a brood,
that sometimes knows how to talk
and would like to be
a better animal.
collective animal
that grabs sadness from others like shared bread,

68

Again, “ante” means “standing before,” but “antes” means previous in time.
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and learns to laugh only if another laughs
—to see what it’s like—
and knows how to say:
i am a sad animal, with hope,
i live, i reproduce, on a globe of earth.
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dates for
this region:
1: 1966,
2: 1974
3: 1973
4: 1972 and
5: 1971.
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second
region

moss world, little ángela
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“there is a certain territory
that doesn’t know about time
and can’t tell apart watches.”
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when lightning
or a cloud strikes
and when the darkness is populated by super clear sounds
and an image darkens in the head,
how nice to find shelter
and squeeze against each other
and a little more for those that love better
that close by elbow,
that hand,
a clear look standing before us,
something rich69 and hot to drink;
how it dissolves
that terrible tremor,
a thick and rough juice
that kind of undoes the meat
as if the joints of bones
melted.
but, who cares about the noise out there?
did some lightning bolt split open something important?
one starts cooling off
and blood starts flowing better.
did the rain do any damage?
and the heat of the nearby skin says:

69

“Rico” means both rich and delicious.
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let’s wait together for the sun.

“company70 is forged71
of many solitudes”

70
71

“Compaña” can mean “company” or “family.”
“Fundir” can mean “to melt down and merge” or to “found.”
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don’t say more:
we know that out of any nook
we came on any day
thousands of years ago,
hundreds of atrocious vigils,
after paving many ways
with the strength of the sun that consumes us,
with the tiny moon that we swallowed
the day we were born,
(and how big it’s gotten,
it seems like it was yesterday that it was brand new)
i know that we dream ourselves
with the fierceness of one who goes mad alone,
unfolding pocket horizons
with incomprehensible nostalgia for the future
that denounces us.
now we look at each other
with the most natural surprise in the world,
with a fear of mysteries that are clear as poppies
with the fresh candle
of all love’s encounters;
now we discover
we weren’t alone,
that we were many,
now we dress with daily fatigue
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jumping for joy
with a bunch of stars for an eye
and one big eternal tear for another;
we shared that same anguish
for a thousand years
and never knew.
we know that a long time ago
we had the confused certainty of this day
in which we left behind that solitude
we could tell ourselves:
i feel alone
i know that you know it;
and smile together,
detesting each other sometimes with tenderness,
we talk in word gushes
with already-known new words
to launch a dream with the fierce joy
of losing our minds together.
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for don césar vallejo
molar of rock, chewer
of all the human sorrows, invincible
poet, loved man
rounded up by pain,
by tenderness
by its seedy
tongue;
its founding
tongue
between uncut stones
clods of those
spikes like words;
irrigated with canals
of mountainous crying;
with a string of water
made sharp by sickness:
with affection and respect.

that friend
that tenderly beats me with his diminutive
how augmentative he sounds!
what augmentative ear hears the cositas72,
and what cosotas make noise.

72

“—itos” is the diminutive. Diminutives and augmentatives are more common in Spanish.
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what faraway cositas are heard the important things
how tiny the cataclysms look,
my pinkies get filled with honey,
the abyss is already a crack
and the moon can be gathered in an eye
like a stopped tear.
the beam is miniscule straw;
in a minute
the posters become miniatures
and in the acute puntita
of an incredible pin
pain takes shelter,
like an accent on the í, ahí.
when the itos rain
the wide shadow becomes a brief little edge;
it’s like lifting the superlative rock
and discovering a little ángela moss and humid world
it is,
like smalling and whispering the noise
with an uncut ita voice,
with cantacito
with chipped punches (man,
have you seen anything bigger!)
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so little and it’s so much
so much little pain that giants up
so little glistening joy
that eye my brother,
that piece of my hand
with its fingers in order
that says hi,
that fragment of all my gazes
that observes me frontally
there,
three bits of air away.
that little sliver of my smile that observes
on my friend’s extended lip.
so many littles
and so much little piece living and walking
turned off and on to that whole everything
that whittles me, that grows me,
by being my reflected mirror…
i don’t know why i suddenly remember myself
(my mother asking me with a voice like petals
knowing the answer,)
me stretching the then super small
extension of my arms:
“i love you this big,
like the sky is big.”
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i so miniscule.

183

“belly is another way of saying light”
aurelio lima dávila73

73

Aurelio Lima Dávila is Ángelamaría Dávila’s son.
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for my mother’s presence:
if she had suspected this poem
she would have shared my sadness

here:
surrounded by a never that roams74 your name forever
and a frightful silence that comes up from the depths
i remember you
reaching from the clarity you offered,
and the pain dissolves daily and precise
across my daily joy,
above the sadnesses untouched by your absence
and the word “never” grows with distance
harassing my name,
prowling me;
and your lost eyes
and your loved hands
and the smell of your blood
shining as usual from behind your eyes
throwing a saddened blow
all stop my air75.
i stumble into your absence
on street corners,

74
75

“Recorrer” can mean “to go over,” “to roam,” or “to walk a given distance.”
“Me detienen el aire” would perhaps translate as “they stop the air for/in me” or “they stop my air.”
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in some songs,
in the spoons that sometimes make me bitter
on the small straw seat that i remember
on those sad nights that require solace
and on those happy days for sharing words;
in bloomed plants
and also in the things we never said;
in my small boy
and in that hollow in the air left by your smile
toward what supersad and remote future
does tenderness walk truncated and downcast,
the unspeakable surprise
that never finishes or rests?
the knives of time
draw the custom of pain
and a fresh and unfolded tear
accomplishes its task.
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lil’ lizard,
lil’ humid and lukewarm lizard
your mother is coming
with some glass in her hand
to light up your blood,
lil’ springs folded
in the air’s drawers
to sow you with rivers
aromas and streets,
for a long time she’s been walking
in silence and without rest
down the greenest and oldest
afternoon paths,
lil’ lizard
my spumy and resonant ringing.
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my child,
you look in my eyes, and what do you see?
do you see my affection like a soft rock building your base?
do you see how i tremble
for fear of dirtying your cheek even a little?
do you see how i gropingly seek your mystery
in order to sow lights in your words?
do you see my word
enormous and babbling hieroglyph
that rumors76 you, says,
that sometimes it interrupts your little sun dream
and your tiny and giant search?
do you see how sometimes rocks roll in my words?
do you see how that safe region where you live
softens and moistens?
if you saw
how i want to sew the straws of your nest
what paths i foresee
and what steps
in order to noiselessly reach the door
i want to open for you;
if you saw
the amount of laughter i intercalate
on the long road you don’t know

76

“Rumorar” can be “to whisper” or “to spread a rumor.”
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in order to live facing your sweetness.
my child,
if by chance you see a sad dove,
accumulated shadows,
or hard little pieces,
don’t fear
because my smile is held high for you
and the water that expands me across your laughter
i cannot contain or write.
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homage

julia, i saw your clarity
and i saw the fathomless abyss of your core77.
i saw your dark viscera with sleeping stars.
i saw how you plucked the petals78 of mystery
in order to be alone
with luminous pistils and stamens,
soaking petals with tears.
i saw with how much hurt shock
you confronted the world.
i saw how silence
couldn’t gag your transparent tongue;
you silenced it with a clean hit79 of wave
populating it with word cells,
i saw how the words
are water and torrent in your mouth.
julia,
i saw how you lived for clarity, you left delived;
perhaps i can be a close relative,
niece, granddaughter, daughter, sister, compañera80
through the blood vein, river of light that expands

77

“Entraña” can be “core” or “entrails.”
“Deshojar” means “to take the leaves or petals off of something.”
79
“A golpe limpio” translates as “something enacted through clean hits.” It is an expression that
indicates that something is done through violent rupture.
80
“Compañera/o/e” is something that includes being both a “comrade” and a “companion.”
78
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jumping through time;
from your tomb to my ear
from your busted life to my birds
from your silent ear to my hesitant song
from your cut wings to my scars
from your flowers in the wind like stars
for our pain,
there is much mute room for continuous frontiers
there is much shadow and much broken song;
there is much history81.

81

Again “historia” can mean “story” or “history.” Here it seems more likely that it is indicative of the
latter, since if it meant “stories,” she would have to write “muchas historias” not “mucha historia.”
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“who put the bells
on pain?”

192

poem for a night of love

it was a night
of ringing bells and agile doves
so many much thousands of tendernesses for every nook
so many bunches of duende82 for every abyss
so tamarind, so tree,
so bitter little flower frozen
so so supermultiplied
and so: who put the bells on pain?
solitude exact and diluted
in i go and i come
smiles hitched up
to where the rusty glass breaks
to where the moss’ tear doesn’t exist
because it knows its pained turn
it no longer touches the bellybutton83
that mists its history of folded springs,
of hard and supersweet folds,
of fowl, of bloomed tunnel,
of grass incursion.

82

“Duende” might be an allusion to Federico García Lorca’s “Theory and Play of the Duende,” in
which case it would mean a great deal more than “elf.”
83
The poem makes allusion to Homage to the Bellybutton, a book Dávila co-wrote with her exhusband José María Lima.
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from that luminous region,
from the water window through which i watch
into the world’s interior;
on tiptoes
on the polished stone
fastening myself to the borders of branches,
opening little doors in the air,
unfolding wind handkerchiefs
to soak a bit of that terrible sweat from behind my forehead.
from any point of undefined light
that i call firefly,
tenderly voracious cucubano84 that perforates
the shadow that inhabits me.
from the water window
taking down stars
to see if i can arrange some
in my eyes.
on tiptoes
to see if i can reach
a birdsong hung by the air
to lend it my throat.

84

The “cucubano,” or Pyrophorus luminous, is a species of click beetle native to Puerto Rico that
emits light from the middle section of its body.
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from the perforated darkness,
from the sonorous humidity of dry tears
from the diaphanous babble
and from the self i am when you know:
i look at you.
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approximately
forty million shadow years ago
your star devoured my seashells.
i had to raise85 water under fire
to become that again;
leaving to one side the hurt spring,
that star, voracious,
was also a star.

85

“Criar” means “raise” in the sense of “raising children.”
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what transcendence,
what noise of light water
submerges me in the sibilant memory of your origin?
that light so humid
that lit up my most recondite bones;
that air hurt by laughter and bewilderment
evoking me as agile
and like someone who doesn’t want
the hurt bird put to sleep by my hand.
how stammering and high off love
you caught me off guard!
anguished by birds in order to tell you
about my recent and populated eyes
about my shadow shredded by your wake.
how unexpected nooks were newly born86
with lukewarm little flowers, with needles.
meanwhile,
your voice like a saltpeter shock
wearing away my distinct and dusty name,
designated in a rush
my future and millenary password
the awaited song of cells and suns;
of found word.

86

“Recién nacido” means “newborn” but here it has been made into a verb.
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of shadow flashes
processing87 its unexpected passage88.
the profound and assaulted solitude
shaking off the moss, retracting,
returning to the shore, retaining
the hard pebbles, getting up
trembling and transparent
tripping on holes like abysses,
running around,
kissing joy,
scolding my surrender89,
defining its impulse and its confused extension
coming closer to its
deep and definitive stay.
meanwhile your voice,
as if your words had always known me.
there was a sonorous spring murmuring
my destiny of whispering blood;
a bright little edge, an austere scream
a tower,
a bloody ship,
a shadow of light,
a dove,

87
88
89

“Tramitar” means “to work toward the completion of a task”
“Su paso” refers to the passing of a person through a place; their passage.
“La entrega” or “entregarse a” means “a complete surrender” or “a giving into something.”
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and eyes in unison
in love with vegetables.
a bolt of lightning hard and astonished
stopped in the air shaken
and then,
and a little bit after the unfolded horizon
we discovered trees,
words,
the foamy and thin silences,
the inaudible whisper
of so many infinite lizards,
the salt of the wounds,
the wounds,
the sweet ties to the grass;
and they stepped out
transparent mountains
buildings of spume, black suns.
and then,
without knowing how long it had been set
that stone butterfly was forged:
static seeker of round places,
of primitive lights
and of clear lurking smiles.
the invaded mouths got together,
the faint avidities of the hands;
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and all that was
like a dark and repopulated bustle90
alternating distances,
and presages of hardened cloud
and polished songs, and perfumes.
lizard,
my terrible and amorous lizard:
which secretive bee
elaborated the wrong honey,
which question tied to the leg of a well
stopped daisies.
the scruffy sun,
the wounded water that names my tear
submerges me among all of history’s shadows;
how do i recover from my absence
outside the territory of your lip,
your enclosure of elemental fire,
your solid safe circle murmur,
the noise of your water,
your water.

90

“Bullicio” means uproar or bustle.
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dates for
this region:
1: 1972,
2: 1974 (rev. 1976),
3: 1970,
4: 1973,
5: 1970.
6: pregnant and in 1969,
7: 1971,
8: 1973,
9: 1965 (rev. 1975),
10: 1973,
11: 1975 and
12: 1968.
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third
region

the right rage

202

“alternating knives and doves”

203

thinking of this island
that hurts so much in us

brothers,
for a while now a sad dove
has spelled out the war against the tree;
for many paths now and only one
the dark and fearful song
has stopped the rain for us in the throat:
and so many sad hands
give us laughter, or regulate our tears,
and make us cry disorderly;
we trip
with very old birds,
with mirrors worn by hurry.
we write on each crepuscule
the story that has not been,
the sea recommends us
always implacable and always
the pain of the star lived in shadows,
on each crepuscule,
on every path on this earth
we never understand and we wait for,
bifurcating smiles,
we mutilate
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the same moon that dictates91 dreams,
signs in the night that declare
the sea’s water path
odorous and deep
shooing the daily fright
from history’s prison.
brothers,
what a dark and secret caravan
of legitimate lizards
announces the days of abundant insects
when the sun
and the long horizon we all know
and the clear building
and the smell of round smiles
will all suddenly agree.

91

“Dictar” means “to read out loud for another to take down in writing.”
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the long day of hunger

an earthquake day
an absence day
a day of rusty spoon
a great sad clown flipping his sadness
on an immense
but not interminable frying pan.
many minutes ago
accumulated in all the corners
of this great bone day,
hairy92 day, silenced hollow,
day of the swollen and abolished word,
human and extra-sad day
that despite the grass and the flagrant love
transits laughter and dry
skinny like the end of fed hunger.
it’s been many minutes
—ignored
by the continuity of water and flame
accumulated
like remote ants in panting armpits
anchoring on wrinkle’s forehead—
since the happy breads were saddened by

92

“Pelambre” means “a patch of bunched-together hair”
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hands won with their earthen sweat.
this great day forever,
corralling corralled
with its end marked by a never future
when all the molars are finally used;
marked in their trajectory of voracious seashell
by knifed dove
and knifed tiger
and man and dove
and earth and bread knifed;
for a round and expanded ending
for a word day with flowers on tildes93
day of different and edited sweat,
of shinning spoon,
correct wing and revised94 earth.

93
94

Since “tilde” doesn’t exist for English, I have decided to keep it as is.
“Repasar” can mean “review” or “revise.”
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when all the mistakes scream at you:
you haven’t arrived,
the trip isn’t over,
what inexhaustible thirst your audacity designates!
and how to understand the perforations
that implacably live behind the posters,
the daily billboards,
the hard cigarette packs,
and it’s clear, that the hunger isn’t as simple
as it seems,
that it’s something more than ants in the belly
and it’s modified by colored lights.
the nearest spoon, calm
and it’s as if
it whispers to you millenniums of history and prehistory,
the self-satisfied95 solitude on every corner
accompanies itself and laughs at all its invocators
and tells you:
“inhabitant
why don’t we exorcise with eyes and mouths
with chest,
with collective blood,
with the ultracollective jump toward the impossible
the individual and the clear?”

95

“Campante” can mean “arrogant,” “self-satisfied,” or “happy.”
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peace is around
a far and predictable corner,
and noise silences your nearest song
and the nearest song that expands your throat
with chirps and lights,
assaults your ribcage
and seeing with hands,
touching with eyes
you surrender to the audacity
of being calmly a traveler
that alternates knives and doves
making an instrument born for fire.
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when they get together
all the few things we all know
i know
that we are animals
that we passionately detest solitude,
that to build ourselves we have to come together
and that we have hands that transform trees,
fruits,
other animals, mountains, water,
a brain that coins millennial history
in order to place it before the eyes of a child
(a squab-sized group96 of people,
a thinking puppy that transforms
sand into mountains,
some trickle of water into an abundant river,
a trembling hand into bird or butterfly.)
i also know
that we seek paths
where we can come together
like in the remote before that we intuit
where we built ourselves without solitude,
without muddying children’s eyes
transforming it all for all.

96

“Pichón de gente” is an expression that translates as “a handful of people,” but she seems to be
playing with the image of the “pichón,” or squab, so I have transformed the expression a bit.
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i also know
that through whacks and blows
but not of whacks and blows
we get rid of the brush
in order to make the path we want,
as simple
as working together without there being
an owner of labor
that feeds off all the misery;
how to change it all with our hands
freeing its caress
in order to love looking into each other’s eyes
without being forced to ask
what will this one steal?
what will we eat tomorrow?
then we’ll know
that we’ll have time
to know all the things
we’ve yet to learn.
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allied with pain all things are
swinging themselves dry and deep
with their heavy history.
humanity beating behind spoons,
calm pencils denouncing their origin
of tiny knife hardened by tree trunks,
of coal, of tiny stick scraping across the super ancient sand
in timid babbles of suns and lizards,
of flowers, of cascades, of tenuous animals,
of fierce enemies and sisters of shadow,
of mountains, of rivers,
of mysterious faces like noises at night
of silent snakes, of moons, of doves,
of invincible poem launched up to my ear
that uselessly tries to hear it like before.
where might the hand be
that directed its life, its death toward my encounter?
the cups, the papers, the books with their shelf,
the looks of hatred and love, the racks,
the trees knocked face down in the dust,
the round coins with their forgery
of having always been between hands,
and the hands
dreaming themselves in the night
light forgers.
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solitude, the everlasting moon,
dust accumulated in the shoes
suddenly accumulate time before my eyes.

2
trembling like a kiss stopped midair
i surrender to the oversized and sad vision
of the lost link;
the fearful and necessary desire
of finding oneself other eyes and other mouths,
other foreheads with flame,
other feet, other arms and imminent chests,
another bloomed silence,
another you and another me multiplied:
we’ll invite it to hunt the enemy
of a thousand eyes and mouths
with its inaudible din of continuous machine;
i give in to the humid and round hope
of poppies and swords that agree
to voicelessly beat the great word wall,
to find the right rage
without borders that will wound the fed dream,
nor the compressed love,
nor the water that will light you up
nor the transparent and precise candle
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that floods your eyes.
3
allied with light all things
would like to leap toward my hands,
toward my skin,
toward my clarity
that names them once more like a rite
crossing my throat like a final tunnel,
definitive
that passes through time up to my mouth;
and my stammering silence says:
flowers, river, waterfall, light, lizard,
paper, dove, moon, shadow and water,
cup, pencil, spoons and colored fishes,
street, grass, building, sun, sea, cloud,
stone, wine, mysery, child, tree,
island, rain, silence.
and also says war, noise, hunger,
love, lover, bullets,
friend,
compañero.
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dates for
this region:
1: 1968,
2: 1970
3: 1970.
4: 1972 (rev. 1976) and
5: 1970 (rev. 1976).
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fourth
region

this he
ap of
stuff

216

hurriedly
one looks for deep things and looks
at death’s commissures.
hurriedly
one walks in silence between walls
without seeing their materials,
one walks with noise within silence
without stopping to hear its humid voices.
with so much hurry one delives
and delives oneself in order to live,
in order to shred the absence of things that exist
without touching our eyes,
in order to find light’s canals in the shadows,
in order to stumble into shadows in the street
earning a living with death.
with so much hurry
words heap together over hollows,
and hollows open over words.
one dries one’s sweat:
you suddenly discover with surprise
that there is an old shoe in the street,
it had a foot;
a broken doll without her girl
that looks at you from that trashcan
without any rush
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because it died its imaginary death,
and even more died making it
(who knows about the girl.)
that shadow next door
might have a sweet or hollow
look
and even eyes,
and maybe it loves you a bit
or it hates you unawares
from the imposed distance of a few meters,

skins intact, without release, vehicle
exchanged for a barrier.
you look at that corner:
a beautiful spoon surprises you.
another random object
detached from its space in the air
installs itself in your existence reminding you
that a human compañero made it.
sometimes,
an incomprehensible coin is good for something.
someone throws words at your forehead
with a powerful blowgun
with a hard drill;
or slips words in your ear
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looking you in the face from behind your eyes,
it’s good to see the back of your eyes
in another’s eye even if it has a speck.
and perhaps even slower
you see the commissures of death from the corner of your eye;
that flower
looks familiar because it tells you things
you notice there is earth,
things under your feet
besides the progress you live
and you invent a dance
in order to give that tenebrous jump toward the light,
toward the laughter and toward the hurt
in order to abolish the daily deaths
in order to look life in the face
even if sometimes you see
only its profile on horizon.
suddenly
you enter love
(perhaps too fast)
you surprise yourself loving many things
with a different rush,
discovering canals of shadow amidst light;
foreign solitude, belonging to all,
the hunger of sharing time in a new way,
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the hunger of knowledge,
the hunger of hunger.
and when slowly you see that you look,
the tear is more diaphanous
the smile is more exact;
one is less or more or less confused
and more or less
fused with audacity
perhaps the atrocious fear that comes from not knowing the known,
knowing
that you forever don’t know everything,
knowing that you know how to know enough
to tremble with love
in order to invent words that defy shadows
in order to look closely at the look
skin, intestines, anguish, the joy
of the one we face
we delive in such a rush!
it takes so much
to hurriedly walk slowly.
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could it be the rose?
could it be the laboring
of shadow beneath petals?
could it be the rose
or could it be the very thorny ferocity of daily?
could it be the rose
or could it be the naked and transitory petal?
could it be the rose
with its forever drop each morning,
or could it be that a tear takes care
to freshen up the illusory flowers,
or could it be that a drop of dust
rests in the morning of a disheveled sun
on an imaginary leaf,
on the grass
imaginarily slithering through the dust.
could it be that one doesn’t understand
that those little holes hit in the street
on the way to school
could maybe one day decide to agree
to invent a game where they play at being abysms?
could it be that one doesn’t understand
that dropping leaves daily
doesn’t impede one from growing roots,
nor stops the constant empire of earth,
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nor the tremor of being bird
swallowing mouthfuls of air through wings.
could it be that one doesn’t know
that one isn’t sure
that water is diluted flowers;
could it be the tremendous memory of the flower mid-air
like detained water?
could it be the rose
smelled and surprised through the eyes,
brutally fleeting;
touching toucher
its harmony touched forever
by the mossy memory of its story97
by the ferocious and demarcated memory
of its diffuse and everlasting footprint;
by the sharp and stabbing memory behind each thorn
of each corner,
of each ruin diluted in distance and wonder?
could it be the hard rose mid-struggle98,
could it be us still talking doves,
saying seashells,
making simple verbs to move the names,
like saying: the moon is a half-moon;

97
98

“The mossy memory of its story” could also be “the mossy memory of its history.”
“En pie de lucha” means “in the middle of the struggle.”
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and yesterday, or these last few days on the street
i found that old and long screw
that looked like a modern and millenary quijote.
could it be the hospitable unknown region
that receives us with folded sheets,
a smile, an elemental fire
that feeds the water that feeds,
that places old rugs for the feet newly-minted
by thorns and paths?
could it be the rose,
could it be the armed concrete,
could it be the earth smelling of simple rain,
could it be the hook
or the hollow in the hand,
the darkness devouring the light that doesn’t end,
the total spark
inaccessibly threatened?
could it be there are many nights with their days in order
remembering efficiently how we walked
alternating feet,
and with hands
and even with the head
if perchance danger fences us in from afar,
if perchance distance and darkness enchant99 us,

99

“Enamorar” is to make someone or something fall in love.
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flowers in transitions and turbid waters;
if our thorns agglomerate
to form the endless lance
that violates the birds,
that threatens eyes that feed off
little animals;
or that trips with all the songs
that shiver in the air,
could it be, i tell myself,
that they’ll accumulate on one of those days,
or on several of those days,
or a little perhaps every day,
the fear and wonder of finding ourselves
with so much stuff together,
with just so much stuff
that one says in a scream and a tear
that lives amidst bones:
could it be the rose?
could it be that one doesn’t understand,
could it be those little holes we talked about,
could it be the earth smelling
the hook, or the little finger, or the hand’s hollow
the total spark, the water fire,
this heap of things, all of this.
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dates for
this region:
1: 1972 (rev. 1975) and
2: 1974 (rev. 1976)
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epilogue

226

the general voices, lurking
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